EARLY IRON AGE POTTERS' MARKS IN THE AEGEAN
(PLATEs108-120)
In memory of Ko6xXca(EvelynLord Smithson)

N 1952 Vincent Desborough drew attention to five Attic Protogeometric vases each
bearing a painted cross.1 Of these, three were found at Athens, two in the Kerameikos,
one in the Agora;2the other two were found at Knossos.3 In his discussionof them Desborough wrote: "Asa curiosity,the painted X on [Kerameikos] 1069 should be noted-the
skyphosfrom the same tomb has the same mark beneath one of its handles,"and he made
passingreferenceto a similarmarkon a belly-handledamphorafrom the Athenian Agora.4
Concerningthe two Attic skyphoifound at Knossos,he writesthat these "haveone peculiarity in common-a roughlypaintedcrossbeneath one of the handles;it is temptingto suppose
that the potter who made them had perhapsmarkedthem thus as for export, but apartfrom
Desborough 1952, pp. 11, 83-84, 87.
This paper grew out of the study of the Early Iron Age cemetery at Torone, which was entrusted to
my care in the mid 1980's. Eight handmade vases (B4-B11 below) from the cemetery were incised with
symbols that could be interpretedas potters' marks. In scanning the bibliographyit soon became evident
that these marks were unique for the period; the literatureindicated that potters' marks were exceedingly
rare, or nonexistent, in the Early Iron Age. Visits to Greek museums, however, altered this impression,for
although not abundant, Early Iron Age potters' markswere not quite so elusivelyphantom as scholars had
thought. The normally inconspicuouspositions of such marks on, below, or near a handle, or else on the
undersideof a pot, easily overlooked,has made it difficultto glean the symbolsfrom publishedphotographsof
pottery. It cannot be stressedenough that the catalogueof markspresentedhere does not aim to be exhaustive
and that the list as it standsis probablyvery far from complete. It had been my intentionto illustrateeach of the
potters'marksassembledhere with a drawingor photograph,or both. This, however,has not proved possible.
I am grateful to a good many friends and colleagues for providing me with illustrationsor for allowing
me accessto materialin theircare, especiallythe following:Rana Andrews,Nancy Bookides,Bodil Bundgaard
Rasmussen, Richard Catling, William Coulson,Jan Jordan, Don Evely, Bernhard Hainsel,Ursula Knigge,
Irini Lemos, WolfgangMayr, Penelope Mountjoy,ChristopherPfaff, Mervyn Popham, N. Prokopiou, Ioulia
Vokotopoulou, Ken Wardle, Charles Williams, II, and Eo Zervoudake. Sources for the illustrationsare acknowledgedmore fullyin the list of credits,pp. 495-496; with regardto illustrationsI owe a very special thanks
to Anne Hooton and to Craig Mauzy. I am particularlygratefulto Robin Hagg for encouragingme to publish,
some time ago, the Toronean potters'marksmentioned above; I apologize to him for the delay. Special thanks
are also due to AlanJohnston, Irini Lemos, WolfgangMayr, Mehmet Ozdogan, ChristopherPfaff, and Ken
Sheedy for discussingvariousaspectsconnectedwith this paper and particularlyto Richard Catling for sharing
with me his knowledgeof the EarlyIron Age. An earlyversion of this paper was scrutinizedbyJeremy Rutter,
to whom I am most grateful; he has saved me from many errors, both of fact and of judgment; those that
remain are of my own doing. Thanks are also due to Marian McAllisterand her staff at the Publications
Office of the American School of Classical Studies for their professionalism,patience, and good humor in
the production of this paper. This paper is dedicated in memory of a scholar whose support and inspiration
cannot be adequatelyhonored;she is sorelymissed.
2 Kerameikos
IV, inv. no. 1069, pl. 5, inv. no. 1072, pl. 22; Agora P 6693 (unpublished).
3 Knossos: Brock 1957, no. 58, p. 13, pl. 7; no. 187, p. 21, pl. 12.
4 Desborough 1952, p. 11 (A3 below).
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the unlikelihoodof such a theory, a skyphosof Type IV, found in the Kerameikos,has the
same distinguishingmark,and there is no reason to doubt that this vase was made locally."5
Desborough noted a furtherexample, a skyphosfrom Aigina, with a cross beneath one of
its handles.6 Apart from these notes, nothing has since been written on Protogeometric
potters' marks,7despite growing interest in the pot marks of the Bronze Age,8 as well as
later graffition Greek Geometricand earlyArchaicpottery.9
Scholarlyneglect especiallyof the Protogeometricpotters'marksis symptomaticof the
very concept of a "DarkAge", a convenientconstructiondividingAegean prehistorianfrom
classical archaeologist.'0 Because this "Dark Age" does not readily belong, for reasons
difficult to fathom, in the intellectual realm of the prehistoriannor is it firmly in that
of the classical archaeologist, it floats rather uncomfortablyin between. This is most
recently reflected in Henry Immerwahr'ssurvey of Attic script, where he writes: "No
extant inscriptionsare earlierthan the third quarterof the 8th centuryB.C.; nor am I aware
of potters'marksor other signson Attic Protogeometricor EarlyGeometricpottery,with the
exception of an uprightpainted cross under one handle of a Protogeometricamphora from
the AthenianAgora [AgoraP 6693; A3 below]. In view of the large quantityof Attic pottery
from these periods, this fact supportsthe notion that Greece was illiteratein the firstquarter
of the first millennium B.C., especiallysince potters' marks are frequent in the Mycenaean
period and reappearafter the middle of the 8th century."11
The purpose of this paper is to reexamine Desborough'sfive pots and to assemble and
discussexamples of Early Iron Age (Protogeometricand Geometric)pottery inscribedwith
what may reasonably be classed as potters' marks that have since come to light, to the
knowledgeof the author. It would appearthat the comon Bronze Age practiceof marking
a vase, whether by paint, incision, or stamping prior to firing, does not altogether cease
with the demise of the Mycenaean way of life, nor does it reappear suddenly after a long,
barren hiatus. The list that follows is probablyfar from complete; it is presented in order
to draw attention, once more, to the existence of such marks and in the hope that further
examplesmay be noted and published.
A usefuldefinitionof potters'marksis providedby AlikiHalepa Bikaki,who writes: "We
consider as potters' marks ... those made on the pot before firing, when the pot was still
5 Desborough 1952, pp. 83-84.
6

Desborough 1952, p. 87.

7 See, for example, Desborough 1964; Desborough 1972; Snodgrass 1971.
8 For a bibliographyof Bronze Age potters' marks,see KeosIV, pp.
xii-xiv; for inscribedstirrupjars, see,

among others,Raison 1968; Sacconi 1974;Mylonas 1962; Chadwick1963;Palmer 1971;Palmer 1972; Palmer
1973; Palmer 1978; Catling et al. 1980; Bennett 1986; for Linear B and after, see Bennett 1991. For further
references,see note 126 below.
9 See, among others, Coldstream 1977, pp. 295-302 and, most recently,Johnston and Andreiomenou
1989;Johnston 1979, passim;Jeffery 1989; Stroud 1989; Samotrace II, ii; IttudesTlasiennesVII, pp. 119-122;
Lorber 1979; Immerwahr 1990; Lang 1991; Hackl 1909; Langdon 1975; Powell 1988, esp. p. 65, note 4
for references;Powell 1991, with reviews: Hainsworth,Johnston, Ray, and Whitley 1992 (with a reply by
Powell); Wachter 1989; Luria 1964; Luria 1967. Especiallyuseful for the functions and manifestationsof
writingin ancient Greece are a number of papers in Detienne 1988.
10 On this aspect, see especiallyS. P. Morris 1989; S. P. Morris 1992.
" Immerwahr 1990, p. 7.
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in the hands of the potter, and thereforeadded most probablyby the potter himself (hence
the term), whatever their meaning and function."12 With the exception of the tentative
Group E (see pp. 471-473, 490-491 below), the marks are usually simple and as a rule
occur on inconspicuousparts of vases. The most common positions are on the handles or
immediately below, on vessels of both open and closed forms, or else on the underside of
a vase. Less inconspicuousare a group of isolated painted symbols, mostly crosses, found
on one side of the neck of Protogeometricneck-handledamphoras or at the center of the
neck on contemporaryhydriai (Al, A7, A8, A12-A17, A19). This difference in position
is noteworthy,but the marksare neverthelessclassifiedas potters'marks,provided they are
isolated and not part of any clearlydefined decorativescheme.13
The markspresentedhere include ones that are painted, incised, impressed,or stamped
before firing. Any signs painted or incised afterfiring are not included as potters' marks.14
Similarly,other marksmade duringthe processof forminga vase, such as mat impressionsor
slashes,gouges, or other impressionson or near handle and leg attachments(specificallyfor
the purposeof attachingthe handle or leg), are not included. As Halepa Bikakifurthernotes,
whateverthe meaning of a mark,it clearlyhas referenceto the object on which it appears.15
Consequently,markson other classesof objects, such as loomweightsor spindlewhorls,are
not included here, as they constitutea separategroup.16

CATALOGUE OF EARLYIRON AGE POTTERS' MARKS
The following list has been divided into five groups on the basis of the type of potter's
mark, labeled A-E. Group A is a list of simple painted symbols found on wheelmade
painted pottery of Protogeometric,Sub-Protogeometric,or Geometric date. The majority
are painted crosses (X or +) found either beneath a handle of a vase, on its neck, or on
the underside. A variety of incised symbols,includingimpresseddots, found on handmade
burnishedpottery of the period is listed under the heading of Group B, as are two examples
of incised marks on wheelmade pottery. Many of the handmade pots derive from tombs
and were mostly found in associationwith wheelmade painted pottery contemporarywith
that of Group A. Those from Corinth derive from a number of well deposits dating to
various phases of the Geometric period. Group C lists stamped impressionswhich may
12

KeosIV,p.2.
CompareVitelli (1977, p. 19),who states: "Wemight consider... the free-floating,non-repetitivepainted
motif anotherversionof the potter'smark."See also Donnan 1971, p. 464, where it is noted that potters'marks
incised on utility vessels of the Moche style of Peru (ca.A.D. 100-800) "are consistentlylocated on the neck
of the vessel ... and are on one side only."
'4 Cf.KeosIV,p.3.
15
Ibid.
16
Although far from common, such marks on terracottaimplements do occasionallyoccur in Early Iron
Age contexts. See, for example, Pfaff 1988, no. 118, p. 79, pl. 32 (pyramidalloomweight with small stamp
impression on its side); Brann 1960, MC 206, p. 406, fig. 2, pls. 89, 90 (spindlewhorlwith small stamp
impression). Both objects are dated to the earlier 8th century B.C. It is noteworthy that in the "sign system"
of the Neolithic Vinca culture,symbolsare numerouson figurines,spindlewhorls,and other objects,in addition
to pottery;see Winn 1981, passin;Masson 1984.
13
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be classified as potters' marks. Although stamping vessels with seals or other objects is
not altogetheruncommon,17the practice appearsto have been used mostly for decorative
purposes.18 In a few rare cases, however, where only a single inconspicuous impression
is found on a vase, a decorativeintentionseemsunlikely;'9it is such marksthat are presented
below under Group C. It should be noted here that these are, on the whole, later than
those of GroupsA and B, dating mainly to the Late Geometricperiod or else to the Middle
GeometricII period.20I have also added, underthe separateheadingof Group D, a number
of more simple finger or thumb impressions,invariablyfound at the base of a handle, on
both wheelmade and handmadepottery. The few examples of these presentedbelow range
in date from latest Mycenaean or Submycenaeanthroughthe Late Geometricperiods.
The symbols listed under the heading of Group E are presented in a spirit of inquiry.
It is here suggested that someof the earliestfigurativemotifs on Athenian painted pottery
of the EarlyIron Age, namely Protogeometrichorsesand birds,are plausiblypotters'marks.
Such a conclusionderivesfrom a comparisonof the natureand placement of potters'marks
such as plain crosseswith the placement or positioningof the earliestAthenian horses and
birds. The number of these is small indeed; they are more fully discussedunder Group E.
Those pieces listedwith a query(?)in the catalogueare dubiousas potters'marksand are
discussedmore fully in the commentary.

GROUP A. PAINTED SYMBOLS ON WHEELMADEPAINTED POTTERY
AmENs
Al. KerameikosTomb 34,
Fig. 1, PI. 108:a,b
inv. no. 1069
Neck-handledamphora. Attic.
PaintedX on neck on one side of vessel only.
KeranOs IV, inv. no. 1069, pp. 7-8, 13, 37, pl. 5;
Desborough 1952, pp. 11, 83-84, 87.
Developed Protogeometric

Unpublished(mentionedin Desborough 1952, p. 1).
Late Protogeometric
A4. Agora Well L I1:1, LotQA 145:44
Fig. 2
Base fragment,one-handled cup (ratherthan
skyphos)with high conical foot. Attic.
PaintedX on underside.
Unpublished.
EarlyProtogeometric

A2. KerameikosTomb 34,
Fig. 1, P1. 108:c,d
inv. no. 1072
Skyphos. Attic.
Painted X beneath one of the handles.
KerameiosIV, inv. no. 1072, pp. 8, 11, 37, pl. 22;
Desborough 1952, pp. 11, 83-84, 87.
Developed Protogeometric

A5. Agora Well L I1: 1, LotQA 145:26 bis Fig. 2
Base fragment,smallopen vesselwith low ring
foot. Attic.
Paintedmark (as shown)on underside.
Unpublished.
Early Protogeometric

A3. Agora Tomb XV, P 6693 Fig. 2, P1. 109:a,b
Belly-handledamphora. Attic.
Painted+ beneath one of the handles.

Fig. 2
A6. Agora WellJ 14:2, P 23499
Base fragment, small open vessel (skyphos
or one-handled cup) with high conical foot,
Attic.

17
18

'"
20

Boardman 1972, p. 112.
This aspect is discussedmore fully below, pp. 470-471, 483-484.
Pfaff 1988, p. 40.
Ibid.,pp. 39-40.
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Al

A2
FIG.

1. Athens, Kerameikos:Al (1:5)and A2 (1:3)

Portionsof five irregularstrokesradiatingfrom center of underside.
Unpublished.
EarlyProtogeometric
A7. Agora Well L 6:2, P 6423
Fig. 3, P1. 109:c-e
Neck-handledamphora. Attic.
Painted+ on neck on one side of vessel only.

Unpublished; noted in C. W Blegen 1952, p. 282;
AgoraVIII, p. 32, under no. 15.
Middle Geometric
A8. Agora Well L 18:2, P 12434 Fig. 3, P1. 11O:a,b
Fragmentaryneck-handledamphora. Attic.
Paintedcross(-) or other symbolon neck on one side
of vessel.
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A5

A6

FIG.2. Athens, Agora: A3 (1:5)and A4-A6 (1:1)
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A8

A7

FIG.3. Athens, Agora: A7 and A8 (1:5)

AgoraVIII, no. 15, p. 32, pl. 2; Brann 1961, p. 323,
discussionunder F 1.
Late Geometric (thirdquarter8th centuryB.C.)
Cf.Agora WeI M 13:1, P 27939
Neck-handledamphora. Attic.
Two asterisks(eight-pointedstars),one at center on
each side of vase.
Unpublished.
Middle Geometric II
AIGINA

P1. 1 O:c,d
A9. Aigina Museum (no inv. no.)
Skyphos. From Aigina, exact provenance
unknown. ProbablyAttic (see below).
PaintedX below which is a small altarlikemotif, partially overlapping the X, beneath one of the handles. Similar altarlikemotif below the other handle
(informationfrom E. L. Smithson).

Kraiker1951, no. 18, p. 24, pl. 1; Desborough 1952,
pp. 86-87.
Late Protogeometric/EarlyGeometric
CRETE(ArrICIMPORTS)
A10. FortetsaTomb VI [20]
P. 1lO:e
Skyphos. Attic.
PaintedX beneath one handle.
Brock 1957, no. 58, p. 13, pl. 7; Desborough 1952,
pp. 83-84, pl. 33.
Developed Protogeometric
FortetsaTomb XI [16a]
P. 11O:f
Skyphos. Attic.
PaintedX beneath one handle.
Brock 1957, no. 187, p. 21, pl. 12;Desborough 1952,
pp. 83-84, pl. 33.
Developed Protogeometric

All.
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EuBoIA

A12. Lefkandi,Toumba
Fig. 4, P1. 1 1 :a
Building,no. 465
Fragmentary neck and rim, neck-handled
amphora. Euboian.
Painted+ on center of neck (perhapson both sidesof
the vase?).
LeAandiII, i, no. 465, p. 116, pls. 28, 64.
Middle Protogeometric
A13. Lefkandi,Toumba Building, Fig. 4, P1. Ill:e
no. 466
Fragmentary neck and rim, neck-handled
amphora. Euboian.
Partiallypreserved,large painted X on neck, apparently only on one side of vase.
II, i, no. 466, p. 116, pls. 28, 64.
Lejkandi
Middle Protogeometric
A14. Lefkandi,Toumba Building, Fig. 4, P1. 11l:f
no. 474
Fragmentaryhydria neck and rim. Euboian.

1

-

t

\A

Small, partially preserved, painted + on center of
neck.
II, i, no. 474, p. 117, pls. 29, 67.
Lejkandi
Middle Protogeometric
A15. Lefkandi,Toumba Building, Fig. 4, P1. 11 :b
no. 492
Neck and rim fragment, neck-handled amphora or hydria. Euboian.
Painted+ on center of neck.
II, i, no. 492, p. 118, pls. 30, 68.
Lejkandi
Middle Protogeometric
A16. Lefkandi,Toumba Building,
P1. 111:c
no. 508
Neck fragment,neck-handledamphoraor hydria. Euboian.
Partiallypreservedpainted + on center(?)of neck.
II, i, no. 508, p. 118, pl. 30.
Lejkandi
Middle Protogeometric

\

I

K-'

A12
A13

A14

A15

FIG. 4. Lefkandi:A12-A15 (1:5)and A18 (1:3)

-1
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P1. 111:d
A17. Lefkandi,Toumba Building,
no. 509
Neck fragment,neck-handledamphoraor hydria. Euboian.
Partiallypreservedpainted+ on center(?)of neck.
II, i, no. 509, p. 118, pl. 30.
Lejkandi
Middle Protogeometric

A23. Mycenae Tomb G II (vasesoutside),
inv. no. 53-325
One-handled cup. Argive.
Painted asteriskon underside.
Desborough 1954, no. 5, p. 261, pl. 44, no. 53-325;
Coldstream 1968a, p. 120.
Middle GeometricII

Fig. 4
A18. Lefkandi,Toumba Building,
no. 252
Lower body and foot fragment, small open
vessel with high conical foot. Euboian.
Partiallypreservedpainted X on underside.
II, i, no. 252, p. 107, pl. 51.
Lejkandi
Middle Protogeometric

Argos
A24. Argos C.3 10 (Sondage 103)
Fragmentaryone-handled cup. Argive.

A19. Lefkandi,"Xeropolis"settlement,no. 39
Fragmentaryneck and rim, amphora. Euboian.
Painteddouble axe on neck on preservedside of vase;
to right, at break,graffitoA (incisedafterfiring?).
I, no. 39, pp. 60, 71, 93, pl. 40.
Lejkandi
Late Geometric
CYCLADES
P1. 112:a,b
A20. Rheneia, ParakastriTombs,
no. A1474
One-handled cup. Cycladic.
Painted X on underside.
Desborough 1952, no. A1474, pp. 156-158, pl. 19
(no mention of painted X); cf. D4losXV, p. 49.
Late Protogeometric/EarlyGeometric
ARGOLID

Mycenae
PI. 112:c,d
A21. Mycenae Tomb G 607,
inv. no. 59-55
One-handled cup. Argive.
Painted X on underside.
Desborough 1973, no. 5, p. 88, pl. 30:a, h; Courbin
1966, p. 221; Coldstream 1968a, p. 115.
Early Geometric II
P1. 112:e, f
A22. Mycenae Tomb G 607,
inv. no. 59-61
One-handled cup. Argive.
Painted X on underside.
Desborough 1973, no. 11, p. 89, pl. 30:g, h; cf. A21.
Early Geometric II

PaintedX on underside.
Courbin 1966, p. 222, note 1 (comparedto Mycenae
nos. 59-55 and 59-61 [A21, A22]).
Late Protogeometric/EarlyGeometric
A25. Argos C.4690
One-handled cup. Argive.
PaintedX on underside.
Courbin 1966, p. 31 1, note 2 (unpublished).
Geometric
P1. 113:a
A26. Argos C. 1082
Base fragment, "coupe" (skyphosor kantharos). Argive.
PaintedX on underside.
Courbin 1966, p. 311, note 2, pl. 76.
Late Geometric
A27. ArgosC.1126
Base fragment, "coupe" (skyphosor kantharos). Argive.
PaintedX on underside.
Courbin 1966, p. 31 1, note 2 (unpublished).
Geometric
P1. 113:c
A28. Argos C.2728
Base fragment, "coupe" (skyphosor kantharos). Argive.
Thick, painted X on underside.
Courbin 1966, p. 31 1, note 2, pl. 76.
Late Geometric
P1. 113:d
A29. Argos C.4666
Base fragment,small open vessel. Argive.
Painted asteriskon underside.
Courbin 1966, p. 311, note 2, pl. 76.
Early Geometric
A30. Argos C.500
P1. 113:b
Base fragment,oinochoe. Argive.
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Paintedmarkat center of undersideconsistingof five
parallel zigzags framed on all four sides by single
zigzags.
Courbin 1966, p. 31 1, note 2, pl. 85.
Late Geometric
Compare also the followingpieces, which bear more
complicated motifs on their undersides (probably
decorativeelements ratherthan potters'marks):
Argos, pyxis C.237, Courbin 1966, p. 311, note 2,
pl. 85.
Argos, pyxis C.572, Courbin 1966, p. 311, note 2,
pl. 85.
7thns
A31? Tiryns Grave 14[b]
Handmade kantharos.Argive.
Painted X in red on underside.
7itynsI, ii, no. 34, pp. 129, 159, pl. XV: 11; Courbin
1966, p. 311, note 2.
The vessel, though listed as Geometric,has a Middle
Helladic look about it.
A32. Tiryns Cemetery (but not from tomb)
Fragmentarykrater.Argive.
Painted X under preservedhandle.
Ttyns I, ii, p. 143, pl. XX: 1.
Late Geometric
A33? Tiryns, Nauplion Museum 3817,
Pyxis. Argive.
Painted X on underside.
Courbin 1966, p. 311, note 2 (unpublished).
Geometric
A34? Tiryns (unpublished)
Fragmentaryplate. Argive.
Painted X on underside.
Courbin 1966, p. 311, note 2.
Geometric

MESSENIA

A36. Nichoria, P815
P1. 113:e
Fragmentarycup base. Local.
Thick, painted X surroundedby thin circularband
on underside.
III, P815, p. 219, pl. 3:71.
]Vichoria
Dark Age I Period (ca.975-850 B.C.)
Compare a likely painted X on the underside of a
two-handledjar from the Geometric or Subgeometric levels overlyingthe Mycenaean palace at Ano Englianos, Pylos. The vase in question is perhaps that
published in Pjlos I, no. 617?, p. 185, pl. 347. The
piece is discussedmore fullybelow.
ITHAKA

A37. Aitos, Lower Deposit
Kantharos. Local.
Underside describedas "cross-hatched... perhapsa
potter'smark."Robertson 1948, no. 357, pp. 66-69,
fig. 40, pl. 23; Coldstream 1968a, p. 224, note 3,
p. 227.
Late Geometric
MACEDONMA

A38. KastanasToumba,
Fig. 5, P1. 113:f
inv. no. 5048,
Fragmentaryneck-handledamphora. Local
(CentralMacedonian).
Eighteenpainted dots arrangedin three verticalrows
of six, to one side of and slightlyabove lower attachment of one of the handles.
Hansel 1979, no. 3, p. 198, fig. 18 (mark not
illustrated).
Sub-Protogeometric
RHODES

CORINUHA

A35. Klenia, CP-2217
Oinochoe. Corinthian.
Painted asterisk("eight-pointedstar")on underside.
Charitonides 1955, no. 4, p. 126, pl. 39; Pfaff 1988,
p. 56, note 157.
Middle Geometric I

A39. Exochi Tomb D, no. 8
Fig. 5
Oinochoe. Rhodian.
Sun pattern, consisting of eleven-pointed star emanating from central diskon underside.
FriisJohansen 1958, D 8, p. 37, fig. 69:a, b; Coldstream 1968a, p. 274.
Late Geometric

Compare Corinth C-1978-333, a Late Geometricor
EarlyProtocorinthianoinochoe with hatched marsh
birdpaintedon the underside:Williams1981, no. 70,
p. 152, fig. 7; cf. Pfaff 1988, p. 56, note 157.

Compare the partiallypreservedpainted "swastika"
on the underside of the fragmentaryoinochoe base
from Exochi: FriisJohansen 1958, Z 7, pp. 70, 72,
fig. 146.
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A38

FiG,.5. Kastanas:A38 (1:6, detail 1:1). Exochi: A39 (1:1)

GROUP B. INCISED SYMBOLS, INCLUDING IMPRESSED DOTS, ON WHEELMADE
AND HiANDMADEPOTTERY

(i) WHEELMADE,PAINTEDPOTTERY

ATHENS
B1. Agora Tomb Q8:5,
Fig. 6, P1. 114:a,b
P 23555,
Miniaturehigh-footedcup. Attic.
Incisedvertical strokeat base of handle.
Unpublished.
Earlier/Developed Protogeometric

FIG. 6. Athens, Agora: B1 (1:2)
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P1. 114:c
B2. Lefkandi,"Xeropolis"settlement,
no. 171 (=11 l[m])
Body fragmentfrom shoulderof largejug or
amphora. Imported?
Mark partiallypreserved,consistingof at least three
short verticallines with horizontalline scored across
them.
LefkandiI, pp. 91, 93, no. 111(m), pl. 16, no. 171,
pl. 69:m.
Sub-ProtogeometricI-II (=Attic Early Geometric
I-II)
POTTERY
(ii)HANDMADE
THEssALY

Fig. 7
B3. MarmarianiTomb V, no. 6
Handmadejug with cutaway neck. Thessalian or Macedonian.
Eight inciseddiagonalstrokeson outer face of handle
towardshandle base.
Heurtley and Skeat 1930/1931, no. 6, pp. 13-14,
fig. 4 (marknot illustrated).
Late Protogeometric

/

FIG.7. Marmariani:B3 (1:1)
CHALKDIKE

B4. Torone Tomb 10, no. 1 Figs. 8, 10, P1. 114:d
(inv.no. 84.22)
Fragmentaryhandmade kantharos.Local.
Incised motif on outer face of one handle towards
handle base.

Unpublished.
Submycenaean/EarlyProtogeometric
B5. Torone Tomb 10, no. 3 Figs. 8, 10, P1. 114:e
(inv.no. 84.04)
Handmade kantharos.Local.
Three incisedverticalstrokeson outer face of handle
at juncture with body.
Unpublished.
Submycenaean/EarlyProtogeometric
Figs. 8, 10, P1. 114:f
B6. Torone Tomb 38, no. 2
(inv.no. 81.08)
Handmade jug with cutaway neck, almost
complete. Local.
Three incisedstrokes(twovertical,the otherdiagonal)
on outer face of handle atjuncture with body. Fourth
stroke,incisedaJerfiring,locatedbetween centraland
right-handstrokes.
Unpublished.
Protogeometric
B7. Torone Tomb 66, no. 1 Figs. 8, 10, PI. 115:a
(inv.no. 81.832)
Fragmentary,handmade one-handled cup/
kyathos. Local.
Fourteenpreservedimpresseddots on body immediately to left of lower handle attachment.
Unpublished.
Protogeometric
Figs. 9, 10,
B8. Torone Tomb 75, no. 2
P1. 115:b,d
(inv.no. 82.716A)
Fragmentary,handmade jug with cutaway
neck. Local.
Two impresseddots on body immediatelybelow handle; also three incised motifs on body of vase, each
directlyabove a mastos or lug handle.
Unpublished.
Late Protogeometric
B9. Torone Tomb 82, no. 3 Figs. 9, 10, P1. 115:c
(inv.no. 81.822)
Handmade jug with cutaway neck, almost
complete. Local.
Incised arrow- or A-shaped motif on body immediately below handle.
Unpublished.
Late Protogeometric/Sub-Protogeometric
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B10. Torone Tomb 41, no. 3 Figs. 9, 10, P1. 115:e
(inv.no. 81.07)
Handmade jug with cutaway neck, almost
complete. Local.
Incisedmotif with impresseddots, as shown, on body
immediately below handle. Horizontal line incised
afterfiringtraversescentralpart of mark.
Unpublished.
Late Protogeometric
Torone Tomb 18,no. 1
Fig. II,Pl. 115:f
(inv.no. 82.70)
Handmade two-handledjar (amphora). Local.
Fiveincisedshortstrokesset verticallyin line on upper
shoulderon one side of vessel.
Unpublished.
Protogeometric
Bll.
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B13. Corinth,Well 1963-7
Fig. 12, P1. 116:a, b
at Anaploga, C-63-650
Amphora. Corinthian.
Three incised verticalstrokeson neck on one side of
vessel.
Pfaff 1988, p. 66, note 188, p. 63, fig. 22.
Early Geometricor Middle Geometric I
B14. Corinth,Well 1940-5,
Fig. 12, P1. 116:c, d
C-40-370
Amphora. Corinthian.
Three incised verticalstrokesat top of one handle.
Weinberg 1948, C16, p. 212, pl. 76; Pfaff 1988,
p. 166, note 189.
Late Geometricor EarlyProtocorinthian
Compare another Corinthian amphora (P 6434
[D3]), imported to Athens and found in the fill of a
Middle Geometricwell in the Athenian Agora (Vell
L 6:2). The vessel (Agora
VIII, no. 242, p. 59, pl. 13),
dated to the first half of the 8th century B.C., has a
straightline of eleven impresseddots down one handle; on the other, a total of fifteen impressed dots.
There is a finger or thumb impressionat the base of
each handle. This amphora is consideredby Brann
(Agora
VIII, p. 59) to be the earliestCorinthianimport
in the post-Mycenaeanpottery groups from the area
of the later Athenian Agora. She notes a similarimported amphora at Phaleron, dated to the early 7th
centuryB.C.; Young 1942, p. 29, fig. 7.

FIG. 11. Torone: Bl l (1:3)

Compare a miniature handmade jug, Corinth
CP-1907 (Corinth
VII, i, no. 18, p. 7, pl. 2), said to
have two horizontal incised lines below the handle
and near the bottom; it is not clear whether these
lines represent incised decoration on the body, nor
is it stated whether they were incised before or after
firing.

B12. Corinth,Well 1981-6,
Fig. 12
C-1982-168
Neck and rim fragment,hydria. Corinthian.
Three incisedhorizontalstrokesat top of handle near
upper attachment.
Pfaff 1988, no. 74, p. 66, fig. 23.
Middle Geometric II

Compare the recently published incised marks on
the locally produced pottery from the Protohistoric
settlementon the Cittadellaat Morgantinain central
Sicily: Morgantina
IV,p. 60. The marksare all incised
and are foundeitherunderone of the handlesof three
pithoi (Morgantina
IV, no. 95, p. 171, pls. 32 and 76;
no. 552, p. 209, pls. 52 and 141; no. 6, pp. 214-215,
pls. 55 and 151) or else on the undersideof a variety
of pots, includingplumed vessels and carinatedcups
(MorgantinaI,nos.61, 116, 171, 174, 184, 187,292,
380, 438, 588, p. 60).
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GROUP C. STAMPED IMPRESSIONS ON COARSE-WAREVESSELS
CORINTH

C1. Corinth,Well 1981-6,
Fig. 13, P1. 117:a
C-1982-132
Shoulder and neck fragment, probably hydria(?).Corinthian.
Square stamp impression on upper part of handle
showing framed human figure in relief.
Pfaff 1988, no. 73, pp. 65-66, figs. 23, 24, pl. 31.
Middle Geometric(?)

Pfaff 1988, no. 88, pp. 71-72, pl. 31.
Middle Geometric(?)
C3. Corinth,Well 1975-3, C-75-207
P1. 117:c
Amphorahandle fragment. Corinthian.
Oval stamp impressionat base of handle consisting
of X with V's fillingquadrants.
Williamsand Fisher 1976, no. 4, p. 101, pl. 17; Pfaff
1988, p. 39, pl. 31.
Middle Geometric II
C4. Corinth, C-1983-55
P1. 117:d
Handle fragment, probably from pitcher.
Corinthian.
Rectangularstamp impressionshowing standinghuman figure.
Pfaff 1988, p. 39, pl. 31.
Late Geometric
PrrHEKOUSSAI

FIG.

13. Corinth: Cl (1:5)

C2. Corinth,Well 1981-6,
P1. 117:b
C-1982-131
Handle fragment, probably from pitcher(?).
Corinthian.
Ovoid stamp impressionat base of handle showing
crude, eight-pointedstar formed by four intersecting
lines in relief.

C5. Pithekoussai
P1. 117:e
Fragmentaryneck, closed vessel.
Rectangular(almostsquare)stampimpressionat center of neck on one side of vessel showing scene interpreted as Ajax carryingcorpse of Achilles.
Boardman1972, pp. 12-113, 133, fig. 166;Buchner
1966, p. 11; Boardman 1968, p. 8.
Ca.700 B.C.

GROUP D. FINGER OR THUMB IMPRESSIONS AT BASE OF HANDLE
(i) WHEELMADE,
PANTEDPOTTERY
ATHENs

D1. Athens Agora, Well U 26:4, Fig. 14, Pl. 118:a
P 17324
Shoulderand handle fragment,neck-handled
amphora. Attic.
Fingerimpressionat base of preservedhandle.
Unpublished.
LatestMycenaean/Submycenaean
Compare also, from the same deposit, a vertical
handlefroma largeclosedvesselwith fingeror thumb
impression at the base of the shaft (P 30384,
unpublished).

(ii)HANDMADE

POTTERY

D2. Athens Agora, Well B 18:9,
Fig. 14,
P19040
Pl.118:b,c
Fragmentarychytra (restored).Attic.
Fingeror thumb impressionat base of handle.
Unpublished.
Middle Geometric II

D3. Athens Agora, Well L 6:2, Fig. 14, PI. 118:d-f
P 6434
Fragmentaryamphora(restored).Corinthian.
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14. Athens,Agora: Dl (1:5),D2 and D3 (1:4)
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Finger or thumb impressionat base of both handles;
impressed dots on both handles (see above under
B14).
AgoraVIII, no. 242, p. 59, pl. 13.
Middle Geometric II
CORINTH
D4. Corinth, tomb below stoa in Forum,C-36-826
Oinochoe. Corinthian.
Finger or thumb impressionat base of handle.
Corinth
VII, i, no. 88, p. 30, pl. 14; cf. E. P. Blegen
1937, p. 137, fig. 1.
Late Geometric
D5. Corinth,Well 1981-6, C-1982-133
Amphora. Corinthian.
Finger or thumb impressionat base of both handles.
Pfaff 1988, no. 68, p. 65.
Middle Geometric
D6. Corinth, Well 1981-6, C-1982-134
Amphora. Corinthian.
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Finger or thumb impression at base of one handle,
two at base of the other.
Pfaff 1988, no. 69, p. 65.
Middle Geometric
D7. Corinth,Well 1981-6, Lot 1982-161:28
Fragmentarypitcher. Corinthian.
Finger or thumb impressionat base of handle.
Pfaff 1988, no. 87, p. 71.
Middle Geometric
D8. Corinth,Well 1981-6, C-1982-139
Chytra. Corinthian.
Finger or thumb impressionat base of handle.
Pfaff 1988, no. 115, p. 78.
Middle Geometric
D9. Corinth,Well 1981-6, C- 1982-138
Chytra. Corinthian.
Fingeror thumb impressionat base of handle.
Pfaff 1988, no. 116, pp. 78-79.
Middle Geometric

GROUP E. PAINTED FIGURES (ATTIC PROTOGEOMETRIC HORSES AND BIRDS)
ATHENS

E1. Kerameikos,inv. no. 1260 Fig. 15, P1. 119:a,b
Fragmentof body of belly-handledamphora.
Attic.
Painted horse in reserved field immediately below
handle.
Kerameikos
IV,pl. 27.
Protogeometric
E2. KerameikosTomb 18,
Fig. 15, P1. 119:c, d
inv. no. 560
Belly-handledamphora. Attic.
Painted horse standing on horizontalband on body
(below wavy lines), beside one of the horizontal
handles.
Kerameikos
I, pl. 56; Kerameikos
I, pl. 27.
Developed Protogeometric

EuBoLu
(ATTic

IMPORT)

E3. Lefkandi,Toumba Tomb T39-19 P1. 120:a,b
Skyphos. Attic.
Painted bird in reservedarea beneath each handle.

Popham,Pope, and Raison 1982b, p. 218, pl. 29:a-c.
Late Protogeometric
Compare the painted "centaur"(?)holding a palmbranch or tree under one of the handles of the
Submycenaean/EarlyProtogeometricpyxis, Keranmeikos XIII, pp. 13-15, fig. 3, p. 78, pl. 1:1, Beil. I
(inv. no. 3030) from Grave N 120; Kourou 1989,
p. 111, fig. 1. There are remains of a painted motif
(describedas "spiralartigesMotiv") under the other
handle, mostly not preserved. A palm branch or
tree, along with other motifs, appears on the main
body of the vessel in such a way as to suggest that
the area under the handlesformsonly one element in
a larger figured composition, as is the case in some
Mycenaean pictorialvases (see note 122 below).
Compare the partiallypreserved painted horse under the handle of the fragmentaryMiddle GeometV, i, inv. no. 1254, Grab 43,
ric I krater,Kerameikos
pl. 22; Benson 1970, pl. XXXII:4; Hurwit 1985,
p. 64, figs. 29, 30. A human mourner is painted
on the same vessel immediately to the left of the
handle and slightly above it; compare the partially
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FIG. 15. Athens, Kerameikos:El (1:2)and E2 (1:5)
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preservedpaintedmournersundereach handleof the
fragmentaryMiddle Geometric II/Late GeometricI
amphora,Kerameiks
V, i, inv. no. 1214, pl. 49.
Compare the partiallypreservedpainted bird under
the handle of the fragmentaryMiddle Geometric II
kraterfrom the AthenianAgora, P 6422 (WellL 6:2):
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Marwitz 1959, p. 106 (under heading Ha); Davison
1961, fig. 145; Coldstream 1968a, pp. 26-27. The
area under the correspondinghandle on the other
side of the vase is not preserved.
Compare Corinth C-1978-333, listed above under
A35.

COMMENTARY
GROUP
A
The Athenian potters' marks first noted by Desborough though not actually labeled
as such by him, including the two from Knossos, form a neatly defined and homogenous
group of symbols. All are painted crosses normally found beneath the handle, except for
the X on amphora Al, which is located on the neck on one side of the vase. The shapes
representedinclude three skyphoi(A2,Al0, Al 1) and two amphoras(Al, neck-hancled;A3,
belly-handled). All five vases were deposited in tombs either as ash urns or as kterismata.
Al and A2 were both found in Tomb 34 of the so-called Precinct XX Cemetery south
of the Eridanos in the area of the Athenian Kerameikos;21A3 was found in Tomb XV
in the area of the later Athenian Agora;22 and A10 and All derive, respectively,from
Tombs VI and XI of the FortetsaCemetery near Knossos.23All five vases may be assigned
to the Protogeometricperiod, Al and A2 being the earliest,24A3 the latest of the five.25
Closelyconnected to this group is the skyphosfromAigina publishedby Kraiker(A9),which
may well be of Athenian manufacture.26 Desborough considered the vase to be related
21

For a plan of the Precinct XX Cemetery (primarilycremation tombs), see Keramneikos
IV, Beil. 1; for the
"PompeionCemetery"north of the Eridanos(primarilyinhumationtombs), see Keramwikos
I, Beil. 1. For the
location of the two burialgroundsin relationto each other,see Kubler 1942, p. 48, fig. 4; Muller-Karpe 1962,
fig. 34. For a plan of the graves excavated in 1964 and 1965, see Schlorb-Vierneisel1966, pl. 3. See further
Styrenius 1967; Krause 1975; I. Morris 1987; Mountjoy (with Hankey) 1988; Whitley 1991; Papadopoulos
1993.
22 This grave will be published more fully in the forthcoming volume by E. L. Smithson and J. K.
Papadopouloson the SubmycenaeanthroughMiddle Geometricpottery from the Athenian Agora.
23
See note 3 above.
24 Kubler
(Kerameikos
IV, p. 13) assignedTomb 34 to the "ReiferStil";cf. Desborough 1952, pp. 8-20.
25
Desborough, though not specificallyciting Agora P 6693, consideredthe scheme of paint over the lower
part of the body of a belly-handledamphora coupled with the covering of the shoulder and neck with paint,
thus leaving the belly zone clear of any decoration(as is the case of P 6693), as "indicationsof extreme lateness
in the series";see Desborough 1952, p. 30.
26 I have not seen the vase, nor do I know its current whereabouts(presumablyAigina, though it is not
currentlyon display). Both Kraikerand Desborough refer to the X under one handle: Kraiker 1951, no. 18,
p. 24; Desborough 1952, pp. 86-87. The vase was studied by ProfessorEvelyn L. Smithson, to whom I am
grateful for providing me with her notes on it; concerning provenance she states that the "clay looks Attic"
(see P1. lO:d).
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to his Type IVa skyphos;27it is best accommodated in the Late Protogeometricor Early
Geometric I period.28Unfortunately,there are no detailson its context.29
The isolatedcrosson Al findsparallelson two laterpieces fromthe AthenianAgora. The
first of these, A7, has a painted cross on one side of the neck of this previouslyunpublished
amphora, found in the fill of a Middle Geometricwell. A partiallypreservedcross or other
symbol is also on one side of the fragmentaryamphoraA8, which was found in the fill of
a Late Geometricwell. These pieces differfromAl only in that the crossesare uprightand
that both derive from nonfunerarycontexts. On yet another unpublishedamphora from
the AthenianAgora (P 27939), there is an isolatedasterisk(eight-pointedstar)on bothsides of
the vessel(cf.asteriskson A23, A29, A35). I have listedthispiece above only for comparison,
since the fact that the motif appears on both sides of the vase may indicate a decorative
function.
The other three previouslyunpublishedfragmentsfrom the Agora (A4-A6) differfrom
the remainderof the Athenian examplesin that the marksappearon the undersidesof open
vessels. As was the case with A7 and A8, A4-A6 derivefrom nonfunerarycontexts. All three
may be dated to the early stagesof Protogeometric:A6 comes from the fill of WellJ 14:2, the
so-called Heliaia well, which is assigned to the "earliestProtogeometricphase (PG I)."0
The total yield of the well was some 1,000 pieces, from which this is the only conceivable
potter'smark. The mark itself is unique and was describedby Evelyn Smithson as perhaps
"brushwipings".31 Such an interpretationis possible, particularlyin view of the quantity
of potters'refusedepositedin wells, but the location of the irregularstrokeson the underside,
similarto other marksdiscussedbelow, and the absence of similar "wipings"on other pots
may suggest that it was painted intentionally;it is listed here as a query. A4 and A5 both
derivefrom Well L 11:1,which has been assignedto "EarlyProtogeometric(PG II)",that is,
both pieces are consideredto be slightlylaterthanA6. This well yielded almost 2,000 pieces,
including clear evidence of potters'refuse.32The painted cross on the underside of the tall
conical foot of a one-handled cup (A4) is similar to many marks found on the undersides
of open vesselsthroughoutthe Aegean. Its closestparallel,in terms of both the markand the
shape of the vessel on which it appears,is A18 from Lefkandi,which is of near-contemporary
date. Both A4 and A6 are open vessels with tall conical feet. The mark on the underside
ofA5, which can only be describedas an irregularstroke,appearson a smallopen vesselwith
a ring foot.
Another well-defined group of painted crosses (X and +) is that which appears on a
number of recently published fragmentsfrom Lefkandi(A12-A18). The seven Protogeometric examples presented here derive from the fill associatedwith the large building near
27

Desborough 1952, p. 86. A2 is an earlierexample of the same type. It should be noted that one handle is
missingon A9, as is the foot-plate.
28 E. L. Smithson,personal communication.
29 Kraiker(1951, p. 24) describesit as a Streufind.
The conditionof the vase may suggestthat it was deposited
in a tomb; cf. Desborough 1952, p. 86.
30 E. L. Smithson, unpublisheddraftMS of the catalogue of the Early Iron Age pottery from the Athenian
Agora.
31 Ibid.
32 Thompson 1950, p.
37, pl. 16; cf. Thompson 1947, p. 202; AgoraXIV, p. 186.
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the site of the Toumba cemetery, often referred to as the "Heroon".33 This fill, which
yielded a large quantity of fragmentarypottery, contained material largely dating to the
Middle Protogeometricperiod, although smallerquantitiesof earlierresidualpottery were
recorded.34With the exception of A18, the X's were all painted on the necks of large closed
vessels, either neck-handledamphorasor hydriai;a cross is also found on the underside of
A18. All seven vases are assumed to be of local manufacture. In terms of shape and the
position of the marks on the vase, the Euboian examples A12-A17 are closely related to
Al from the Kerameikosand are probablyof contemporary,or near-contemporary,date (cf.
A7 and A8; also the position of the three strokeson B13, which is later). With the exception
of A13, the Lefkandicrossesare upright. Unlike their contemporaryAthenian counterpart
(Al), however, the Lefkandipieces were not deposited in tombs but derive from a context
considered by the excavators as nonfunerary,albeit one closely related to a well-known
cemetery.35The argumentthat this buildingmay be seen as some sort of Grabbau
is worthy
of furtherconsideration.36
The crosseson the necksofAl, A7, A8, and Al 2-Al 7 differin styleand conceptionfrom
those in the same position on a number of neck-handledamphorasof Protogeometricdate,
particularlythose of Thessaly.37 The latter, especiallythe amphoras from Marmariani,38
are distinguishedby the fact that the X's are larger, appear on bothsides of the vase, and
clearlyconstitutepart of the decorativescheme of the vesselinasmuchas the X's representthe
continuation,onto the neck, of the painted decorationof the handles.39It is also common to
find on these vases the painted decoration of the handle extending well below it, onto the
body of the vase.40 It is worth adding that the Thessalian amphoras(Late Protogeometric)
are later than Al and A12-A17 (Early-MiddleProtogeometric).
Another possible potter's mark from Lefkandiis found on the fragmentaryneck of an
amphora from the Xeropolis settlement(Al9), dated to the Late Geometric period.4' The
markis unique in that it shows a double axe and, as such, is perhapsbetter accommodatedin
See, for example, Popham, Pope, and Raison 1982a, pp. 169-174. See also Calligas 1988. See now
II, ii.
Lejlcandi
34 LeJkandiII, i, passiin,especiallypp. 86, 91-94.
35 See note 33 above.
36 Such an argumentseems, on the basis of currentconsensus,unlikely,althoughthe fact that the "Hero",or
"Heroine",of Lefkandiand his or her probableor apparentconsortwere buriedunder the floor of the building
(or the building was erected on top of them) is an aspect deservingfurther discussion. The evidence from
in the Greek world, including
the building is now fully discussedin Lejkandi
II, ii. For a study of Grabbauten
some buildingswhich are clearlynot, see Themelis 1976.
37 Heurtley and Skeat 1930/1931, nos. 78, 79, pl. VI, cf. also no. 77, with horizontal bands on the neck;
Desborough 1952, nos. 77-79, pl. 22. The exception to this may be A13, which is reconstructedwith a large X:
II, i, no. 466, pL.64.
Lejkandi
38 See Heurtleyand Skeat 1930/1931 and Desborough 1952 in note 37 above (locc.citt.);see furtherVerdelis
1958, pp. 91-93.
39 This is clearly seen also on a Thessalian Late Protogeometricneck-handledamphora found at Knossos:
Coldstream 1991, p. 292, fig. 6.
40 See, for example, Verdelis 1958, pl. 1; for the recentlypublishedThessalianProtogeometricpottery from
Iolkos, see Sipsie-Eschbach1991.
41 LeJkandiI, no. 39, pp. 60, 71, 93, pl. 40. For isolated double axes in Argive Geometric, see Coldstream
1968a,p. 123.
33
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Group E. The piece is of furtherinterestsince to the rightof the painted axe, at the break,is
an alphabeticgraffito,alpha, evidentlyincisedafterfiring. The fragmentarystate of the vase
is such as to make it impossible to determine whether the axe was part of the decorative
scheme or indeed a potter'smark. Its apparentlyisolatedpositionon the neck of an amphora
is close to the crosseson Al, A7, A8, and A12-A17.
A thirdgroup of potters'marks,primarilypainted crosses,is found on the undersidesof a
number of predominantlyopen vessels of the Geometric period. Their positions on vases,
easily overlooked,may suggest that the occurrenceof such marksis more common than is
indicated here. The earliest of these, A4-A6 from Athens and A18 from Lefkandi, have
alreadybeen noted. The largestnumber of such marksis found in the Argolid at Mycenac,
Tiryns, and Argos;42there is a Cycladic example from Rheneia (A20)43and a fragmentary
one from Nichoria in Messenia (A36). In writing about the latter,William Coulson notes
that no parallelsfor the painted X on the underside,which he refers to as decoration, are
to be found in Messenia or in west Greece or Lakonia.44 The Nichoria cup is assigned
to the so-called Dark Age II period, which is dated to ca. 975-850 B.C.45 Somewhat later
is a two-handledvase from Pyloscrypticallylistedabove underMesseniabut not catalogued,
which has a possible painted X on its underside.46It appearsto have been found in a Late
Geometric or Subgeometricdeposit, thought to be associatedwith an olive press, overlying
the ruins of the Mycenaean palace at Ano Englianos. Carl Blegen continually refers to
a "blackoily matter", particularlyin the area of Room 40, Court 42, and the Northeast
Gateway41, which caused some damage, presumablybecause of its acidic content, to some
of the Mycenaean blocks in the underlyinglevels.47 A reference in the final publication
to an olive press dates it to about 600 B.C.48 Blegen assigned the pottery recovered from
this deposit to a "lateGeometricphase",datingit perhapsto the turn from the 7th to the 6th
century;49Nicholas Coldstreamrefers to the same material as Late Geometric or perhaps
Subgeometric.50
Of similar date to the Nichoria cup are the cup from Rheneia (A20) and two from
Mycenae (A21, A22), all three found in tombs, which are very similar to one another in
42

There do not appear to be any potters' marks among the Protogeometricfinds from Asine, for which
seeAsineII, iv.
43 In publishing the cup, Desborough (1952, p. 157) made no reference to the painted X on its underside.
I am gratefulto Dr. WolfgangMayr for bringingthis vase to my attentionand for providingphotographsof it.
44
III, pp. 80-81.
JVichoria
4 Ibid.
46 In going through the late Evelyn Smithson'snotes, I came across a reference to a painted cross on the
undersideof a two-handledvesselfrom the "Olive PressArea"at Pylos. Smithsonincludedthe piece under the
numbersM147, M150, M182, none of which seems to match up with any of the publicationnumbersin PjlosI
or III, both of which include "Geometric"materialfound in levelspostdatingthe Mycenaean Palace. Smithson
jotted a cursorydescriptionof the vase and includeda rough sketchof both the vase and the markin question.
On the basis of these notes, the most likelycandidateis PjlosI, no. 617, p. 185, pl. 347, although the published
descriptionof the vase makes no reference to any painted mark on the underside. As I am uncertain about
virtuallyall aspectsof this vase, I thought it best to list but not to catalogueit.
47 J>losI, pp. 177-184.
48
Ibid.),p.177.
4 Ibid.,p. 184.
50 Coldstream
1977, p. 162.
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details of shape and decoration. The bodies of the two cups from Mycenae are solidly
painted, and their handles are barred;the cup from Rheneia is of nearlyidenticalshape and
decoration, although it has a small reservedband around the short, almost straightlip and
a smallerreservedband at the base. The crosson the undersideof A21 is somewhat thinner
than that on A22 (thelatteralso has a paintedband aroundthe edge of the underside),while
some of the terminalsof the X on A20 extend onto the thin reservedband at the juncture
of base and body. Closely related to these cups are two from Argos (A24, A25); similar
painted crossesare also found on the undersidesof three fragmentaryskyphoior kantharoi
from Argos, mostly of the Late Geometric period (A26-A28). Another one-handled cup
from Mycenae (A23), assignedby Coldstreamto the Middle Geometric II period,51has a
painted asteriskon its underside;a similarasteriskis found on the base fragmentof the small
open vessel A29 from Argos, assignedby Courbin to his geomnetrique
ancien(EarlyGeometric)
period,52and on the undersideof a Middle GeometricI oinochoe from Klenia near Corinth
(A35).53A relatedpaintedsymbolis alsofound on the undersideof a Rhodian oinochoe from
Exochi (A39); it differsfrom the other asterisksin that it consists of eleven rays emanating
"54
from a central painted dot or disk and is therefore best described as a "sun pattern".
Asterisksand concentriccircles,as well as more complex designs, are also commonly found
on the undersidesof Protogeometricand Geometrickalathoi(terracotta"baskets").55These
have not been included here, since the inspirationfor such designs, on a shape as specific
as the kalathos,is surelybasketry.56The influenceof basketryon EarlyIron Age potteryhas
been discussedby a number of scholars.57It seems unlikely,however,that such an influence
served as the inspirationfor the asteriskson A23, A29, and A35 (cf. A39) or the painted
crosses on the undersides of A4, A18, A20-A22, A24-A28, and A36, since these occur
on drinkingvessels (skyphoi,cups, and kantharoi)or oinochoai, which are not normally
associatedwith plektonic weaving. Moreover,whereas asterisksand the like are usual for
kalathoi,they are not standardfor EarlyIron Age drinkingor pouring vessels.
The mark on the fragmentaryoinochoe base from Argos (A30) is unique; it consistsof
five parallel zigzags framed on all four sides by single zigzags. The only other oinochoai
listed here with markson their undersides,A35 and A39, have alreadybeen mentioned. In
the context of Argive Late Geometric,John Boardmanhas argued that the multiple zigzag
may,in certaincases, representwater.58It is thereforetemptingto assumethat the design on
5l Coldstream 1968a, p. 120.
52

Courbin 1966, no. C.4666, p. 311, note 2, pl. 76.
Charitonides1955, no. 4, p. 126, pl. 39; cf. Pfaff,p. 56, note 157.
54 FriisJohansen 1958, D 8, p. 37, fig. 69:a, b. This motif does not appear in the list of Geometric motifs
assembled by Coldstream (1968a, pp. 395-397); the various types of "stars"and the distinctive "sunburst"
discussedby him are differentfrom the symbol on A39.
55 Desborough 1952, pp. 13-117; cf. Smithson 1968, pp. 98-103, pl.34, esp. nos. 28, 29; Lejkandi
I, no.492,
pl. 22; Pfaff 1988, p. 56, note 157; PM II, i, pp. 134-135; Coldstream 1992, no. GH 8, pl. 58, no. 8, pl. 68.
56 Cf. Rutter 1988, p. 85.
57 Ibid.;AgoraVIII, p. 14 and note 46, also the "basketbowl", no. 271, p. 62, pl. 16; cf. Thompson 1946,
p. 286; see further Kosmopoulos 1953. For recently published Corinthian basket bowls, see Pfaff 1988,
nos. 109-111, pp. 76-77, fig. 37, pl. 31.
58 Boardman 1983, esp. p. 19, with fig. 2.4:a, b (= Courbin 1966, pl. 40). Courbin (1966, p. 475) sees the
multiplewavylines as the offspringof the old multiple-brushpattern. To this, Boardman(1983, p. 19)adds that
53
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the underside of A30 may denote "water"or "liquid". In discussingthe Argive material,
Paul Courbincommentson the treatmentof undersides:"Dansl'immensemajoritedes cas il
il est orne d'un motif, le plus
est d'ailleursreserve;cependant,il existe quelquesexemplesoCu
ChristopherPfaff remarks:
Similarly,
motifs."59
souvent une simple croix, parfois d'autres
"Decorationoccurs on the undersidesof a varietyof Middle Geometricand Late Geometric
vessels at Corinth, but the practicewas never widely adopted."60
The four pieces fromTiryns are problematic.Paintedcrossesare said to be found on the
undersidesof the pyxis A33 and the plate A34, but I have not had occasion to see these
vases. The X on A34 is probablydecorative,since the undersidesof Geometric plates and
dishes are normallydecoratedwith a varietyof designs.61I have includedit here in order to
draw attention to the occurrenceof crosses on plates, but I have otherwise not catalogued
plates. Similarly,the undersidesof pyxidesof the Geometricperiod are usuallydecorated.62
Though listed as Geometric, the handmade kantharosA31 from Tiryns Grave 14 has a
Middle Helladic look about it and may be earlier.63 The painted X under the preserved
handle of the large but fragmentaryLate GeometrickraterA32 is listed here with a query:
painted decoration under the handles of large Late Geometric kratersis very common,64
and it is not clear whether this X is a potter'smarkor decorative.
Similarlyproblematicis the kantharosfrom Aitos (A37);in describingthe vase, Martin
Robertson states that "the foot is cross-hatchedunderneath,perhaps a potter'smark,"but
he provides no illustrationof the mark.65 Coldstreamhas assigned the vessel to Ithakan
Late GeometricI.66
not all such designs are made by the multiple brush and states that "even if this were their origin it would
not deny them the possibilityof servinga more realisticpurpose too."
59 Courbin 1966, p. 31 1.
60 Pfaff 1988, p. 56. Pfaff goes on to list all inventoriedvases of the Geometric period at Corinth which
have "decorated"undersides. Of the thirteen pieces listed (includingPfaff 1988, no. 47, p. 56), seven are
kalathoiwith either concentriccircles(threeexamples),asterisksor eight-pointedstars(two),a plain cross (one),
or a triple banded cross on their undersides. The remainderinclude A35 and the piece cited above in the
cataloguefor comparison,in additionto two protokotylai,a globulararyballos,and a plate, each with painted
VII, i, no. 46, p. 14, pl. 8. For painted spirals and
concentric circles on their undersides. See also Corinth
pp. 162-194.
(Rhodes),
relateddesignson the undersideof Rhodian Archaicpottery,see Vroulia
61 For decoration on the undersides of Geometric plates, see, for example, Coldstream 1968a, passim;
V, i, pls. 101-104; Heurtdey
Cambitoglouet al. 1981, pp. 56-58; Dilos XV, no. 4, pls. XXXIII, LI; Kerameikos
and Skeat 1930/1931, pl. VIII; Charitonides1955; FriisJohansen 1958, p. 58, figs. 119, 120, p. 68, fig. 137;
Mylonas 1975, III, no. 35, pl. 195, no. 53, pl. 200, pls. 395, 434:3.
62 Coldstream 1968a, passin, esp. pl. 9:f-n; KerameikosV, i, pls. 61-65; Kerameikos
XIII, no. 11, pl. 11,
pls. 15-17, 19, 23, 25, 27-36, 42-44.
63 Again, I have not had occasion to study the vase firsthand, and it is difficult to ascertain details from
the published photograph in ThynsI, ii, pl. XV: 11. For Middle Helladic vases found in Geometric tombs
at Tiryns, see, for example,Verdelis1963, esp. Beil. 21, no. 2. Cf. the painted and incisedX's on the undersides
of a late Middle Helladic kantharosfrom Tsoungiza(Rutter1990, no. 19, p. 432, fig. 11) and a Late Helladic I
Aiginetankraterfrom Lerna (Zerner 1988, no. 23, fig. 8); cf. furtherZerner 1990, pp. 23-34.
64
Coldstream 1968a,passim.
65
Robertson 1948, no. 357, pp. 6"69, fig. 40, pl. 23. I have not seen the vase.
66 Coldstream 1968a, p. 224, note 3, p. 227.
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The only otherpaintedpotter'smarkknown to me, excepting the figuredones discussed
below (GroupE), comes as somethingof a curiosityinasmuchas it finds no parallelin terms
of either the painted symbolor its positioningon the vase. It is found on the shoulder,to one
side of and slightly above one of the handles of a neck-handledamphora from Kastanas
Toumba (A38).67The markconsistsof eighteenpainted dots arrangedin three verticalrows
of six. The fragmentaryamphoraon which it appearswas found in the later levels of the site
1-5) and is perhapsbest classifiedas Sub-Protogeometric.68Noteworthyis the fact
(Schichten
that the vase has no funeraryassociationswhatsoever. The closest parallelsfor this mark
are the impresseddots discussedbelow (B7, B8, B10).
Such, then, are the painted potters' marks of Early Iron Age date of Group A. With
the exception of A5, A6, A19, A23, A29, A30, A35, A37, A38, and A39, the marks are
all crosses, set either vertically(+) or diagonally (X). They can be found either below the
handle (or handles) of skyphoi (A2, A9-All) or, less commonly, below the handle of a
belly-handledamphora(A3),or else on the neck of neck-handledamphorasand hydriai(Al,
A7, A8, A12-A17). They can also be found on the undersidesof small open vessels such
as one-handledcups, skyphoi,and kantharoi(A4,A18, A20-A22, A24-A28, A31, and A36)
and perhaps also on the undersidesof pyxides (A33) and plates (A34). Compared to the
crosses, other painted symbols are rare: a painted asteriskis found on the underside of the
one-handledcup A23, on the small open vesselA29, and on the undersidesof the oinochoai
A35 and A39, the latter best described as a "sun pattern". The marks on A5, A6, A19,
A30, A37, and A38 are unique.
A number of other painted designs or motifs, not listed here, are conceivably potters'
marks. Notable among these is the verticalarrow,a particularlyfavoredmotif on the necksof
ArgiveMiddle GeometricII neck-handledamphoriskoi.69I have not includedthese because
such arrowsnormally occur on both sides of the vase and are usuallyfound within a clearly
renderedwindow,panel, or metope, which forms part of the structuredsyntax of geometric
ornament.70
B
GROUP
This group comprisesa numberof symbolsincisedor impressed
(butnot stamped)on vases
prior to firing. The group as a whole may be furthersubdividedinto those marks incised
on wheelmade painted pottery and those on handmade vessels. Of the symbols found
on wheelmade pottery I have listed only two examples (Bi, B2). There are surely more,
but in scanning the available material there are problems in determining from published
descriptions and illustrationswhether the marks were incised before or after firing (see
67

Hansel 1979, no. 3, p. 198, fig. 18. The amphoraitselfis illustratedbut not the potter'smark.
Hansel 1979, p. 197.
69
Cf. Coldstream 1968a, p. 121, pl. 24:h; Courbin 1966, C.2443, pl. 13; TitynsI, ii, nos. 2, 3, 9, pl. 17;
Verdelis 1963, Beil. 12, no. 7 (Gr.XVI:2), Bell. 23, no. 4 (Gr.III:4),and cf. no. 5.
70 The position of such arrowsis often similarto that of linearor figuredornament on the necks of Geometric
closed vessels;cf., for instance,Coldstream1968a, pls. 7:b, c, 8:c, d, 16:b,e, 7:a, e, 18:b,23:a, b, 24:c, d, f, 28:b,
V, i, inv. no. 291, pl. 32 (comparethe asteriskin a metope on
33:a, b, 34.j, 41:c, 42:f, 43:a, 53:h; Keramzikos
the shoulder of the oinochoe, inv. no. 298, pl. 75); Mylonas 1975, III, no. 867, pl. 397. Compare also the
asteriskson the amphoraAthens, Agora P 27939, listed above underA8.
68
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below and p. 467 below). By far the greatestnumber of symbols occurringon wheelmade
painted pottery are graffitiincised afterfiring. In this respect the numerousinscriptionson
sherds from Mount Hymettos, dating mostly to the 7th century B.C. or very late 8th, are
illuminating.Of the 171 fragmentscataloguedby Merle Langdon, which add considerably
to the earlierpublicationsof Carl Blegen and Rodney Young and to which may be added
another 380 uninventoriedsherds,there is no certainexample of an inscriptionincised before
firing.71 Langdon cautions, however, that the surface of a sherd was sometimes too worn
to determine with certaintywhether the inscriptionwas incised before or after firing.72Of
the two incisedmarkson wheelmadepotterycataloguedhere, the earliestis B1. It consistsof
a short incised vertical strokelocated at the base of the handle on a miniaturehigh-footed
cup from an unpublishedtomb in the AthenianAgora. The position of the markis identical
to the more numerousmarkson handmadepottery discussedbelow, particularlythose from
Torone. The tomb may be assigned to the early or developed stages of Protogeometric.
The other example listed here is fittinglydescribedby Lilianjeffery as "heavilyploughed in
the clay before firing."73 In discussingthe piece, Jeffery lists it among the nonalphabetic
signs from Lefkandi,noting that it is probablynot a xi but that "perhapssome kind of tally
was intended or a merchant'smark."74This was one of some thirteenpublishedexamplesof
graffition fragmentsof pottery and tiles from the Xeropolis settlement at Lefkandi. The
others appear to be incised after firing, although one or two are dubious.75 It should
be noted that of the thirteen fragmentsfrom the site, B2 is the earliest, assigned to SubProtogeometricI_[I.76 Of particularinterest is the fact that the fragment is from a vessel
that was probablyimportedto Lefkandi.77
Potters'marks incised beforefiring are relativelycommon on handmade pottery. The
group as a whole includes those marksfound on handmade burnishedpottery which may
reasonablybe dated to the Protogeometricperiod or soon after (B3-B1 1) and those marks
found on handmade coarse ware or domesticpottery of the Geometric period (B12-B14).
For the former I have listed nine examples (thereare probablymore): eight from the Early
Iron Age cemeteryat Torone (B4-B1 1) and a ninth fromMarmariani(B3). The nine marks
are found on the lower handle or at the base of a handle, except for B1 1, where the mark
71

Langdon 1976, pp. 0-11, with note 11;the additional380 pieces, each preservingonly tracesof inscribed
strokes,are noted on p. 10, note 5. Forthe earlierpublications,see C. W Blegen 1934;Young 1940. Compare
the Old Smyrna inscriptionson pottery:Jeffery 1964.
72 Langdon 1976, p. 11, note 11.
73 Leftadi I, p. 91.
74

Ibid.

All but two of the sherds from Lefkandiare from plain or solid painted vases. The inscriptionson the
latter are clearlyincised afterfiring. The most dubious is no. 106(g)(Lejkandi
I, pl. 69:g), describedas "heavily
incised". I have not had occasion to inspect these pieces firsthand,and it is difficultto determine conclusively
from the publishedphotographwhetherincisionprecededor followedfiring. The markis not unlikethe arrowor lambda-shapedmarksfrom Torone (see p. 468 below).
76 I.eJkandiI, p. 89, where 111(m) is assignedto Sub-ProtogeometricI-II, which is contemporarywith Attic
Early Geometric. 103(c)and perhaps 102(d)are Sub-ProtogeometricIII, as late as Middle Geometric II in
the Attic sequence. The remainderare thought to be Late Geometric.
77 In Lejkandi
I, p. 93, the clay of 111(m) is describedas micaceous, and it is concluded that the piece was
probablynot local.
75
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was incised on the shoulderon one side of the vase. Of the latter subgroupI know of three
examples (again, there are probably more), all from Corinth. The largest number of this
category as a whole, those from Torone (previouslyunpublished),may be dealt with first.
Excavationson TerraceV, on the lower north slopes of the Archaic and Classicalcity of
Torone, uncovered an EarlyIron Age cemeteryyielding a total of 134 tombs, of which 118
were cremations.78The remainsof a Late Geometricpotter'skilnwere also excavated,some
2.50 m. from the present-dayterraceedge and about 1.25 m. northeastof the nearesttomb.79
The date of the kiln is assignedto the second half of the 8th century B.C.80 The tombs, on
the other hand, range in date from "Submycenaean"81to a time roughly contemporary
with the end of Attic Early Geometric, if not slightly later, correspondingto Leflkandian
Sub-Protogeometric.82A total of over 500 pots and other small finds were recovered from
the cemetery,while more recently,excavationson Promontory 1 (the Lekythos)at Torone
have uncovered evidence of a settlementof contemporarydate.83 The combined evidence
of the cemetery, the kiln, and the more fragmentarymaterial from Promontory I has
establishedthe existenceof a local ceramictraditionwith the productionof both wheelmade
painted and handmadeburnishedpottery. Of these two types of wares, the local wheelmade
owes its inspirationto contemporarypottery from central and southern Greece, especially
to the influence of Attic Early Protogeometric. The local handmade ware, on the other
hand, is steeped in a Macedonian Bronze Age tradition. A similar situation is also seen
at Vergina,84Assiros Toumba,85and Kastanas Toumba,86although it should be stressed
that the proportionof handmadepotteryto wheelmade is considerablygreaterat those sites
than at Torone, where the wheelmade far outnumbersthe handmade.87 Of the 544 vases
78

For the location of the site and a general historicalintroduction, see especially Meritt 1923; RE VIA
2, 1937, cols. 1795-1798, s.v. Torone (E. Oberhummer);Zahrnt 1971, pp. 247-251.; Cambitoglou 1975,
pp. 103-111; Cambitoglouand Papadopoulos1988. For annual preliminaryreportsother than those already
cited, see Cambitoglou 1977; 1978; 1981; 1982; 1984; 1986. See also Cambitoglouand Papadopoulos 1990;
1991; 1994 (forthcoming).Preliminarynotices have also appearedin 'Epyov, AR, and BCH. For a published
selection of pottery from the Early Iron Age cemetery,see Papadopoulos 1988a; Papadopoulos 1988b. See
furtherPapadopoulos 1990.
79 Papadopoulos 1989a.
80 Ibid.,pp. 23-26.
81 That is, if "Submycenaean"is to be considereda distinctchronologicalentity. This is discussedat some
length by, among others,JeremyRutter (1978, pp. 58-65); cf. Smithson 1982, p. 141, note 5; Mountjoy 1986,
p. 194;Mountjoy 1988. See also AsineII, iii, esp. pp. 85-86;Jacob-Felsch 1987;Jacob-Felsch1988.
82 The chronologyof the cemeteryis more fullydiscussedin my forthcomingvolume in the Torone series. It
shouldbe stressedthat the latesttombsof the cemetery(ca.850 B.c.) and the kiln(ca.750-700 B.C.) are separated
in time by about a century. As such, the pots produced in the Terrace V kiln were not specificallymade for
use in the cemetery. For the location of kilns on or near the site of an earlier cemetery, see Papadopoulos
1992, p. 220.
83 See referencesto Cambitoglou and Papadopoulosin note 78 above. The promontory is referredto as
the Lekythosin Thucydides 4.113.
84 Bepy(va I; Petsas 1963; Radt 1974.
85 Wardle 1980;Wardle 1983;Wardle 1987; 1988; 1989.
86 Hansel 1979 and especiallyKastanas
(a).
87 The figure at Torone is 139 handmade pots and 204 wheelmade (i.e., 40.5 percent of the pottery is
handmade);this number is based on a straightcount of all pottery deposited in tombs. A count of all the
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recovered from tombs at Vergina excavated by Andronikosonly 58 were wheelnade (i.e.,
89.3 percent of the pottery is handmade),88while at Kastanas Toumba handmade wares
accountedfor between 64 and 88 percent of the total pottery,the highestfigurebeing typical
of Level 7 (= K Period VII, 900-700 B.C.).89The high proportionof wheelmade pottery at
Torone not only providesan importantbody of new Macedonianmaterialwith clear central
and southernGreekconnectionsduringthe EarlyIronAge but also suggeststhe mechanicsby
which southernGreek stylesof potterypenetratedthe inland regionsof Macedonia through
intermediarycoastalsiteslikeTorone.90The variousproportionsofwheelmade to handmade
potteryare importantto note, since at Toronepotters'marksoccuronly on handmadevessels,
whereas at Kastanasthe solitarypotter'smarkis on a wheelmade amphora.
There are eight incised symbols which may be classed as potters' marks at Torone
(B4-B 1 ). As noted above, seven of the marksare found at the base of the lower handle
attachment, or nearby, and only on handmade burnished vessels. The eighth is found
isolated on the shoulder.The marksoccur on four shapes, as follows:
4 examples (B6, B8-B10)
Jugs with cutawaynecks:
Kantharoi:
2 examples (B4, B5)
1 example (B7)
Cup/kyathos:
1 example (B1)
Two-handledjar (amphora):
Chronologically,the eight marks do not appear to form a consistentgroup within the
period of the use of the cemetery. The latest is B9, which was found in the same tomb as
one of the only two pendent-semicircleskyphoi from the burial ground.91 B10 is earlier,
probablyLate Protogeometricto judge by the wheelmadepaintedpotteryfound in the same
tomb, while B8 is of similar,if not slightlyearlier,date. The kantharoiB4 and B5, recovered
from one and the same tomb, belong to the earlier stages of the period of the use of the
cemetery (Submycenaeanor Early Protogeometric),and B 11 is best assignedto developed
EarlyIron Age potteryfrom TerraceV (includingthat fromthe kiln)gives a figureof 171 handmade as opposed
to 269 wheelmade vases (i.e., 38.9 percent of the pottery is handmade). For Early Iron Age handmade wares
elsewherein Greece, see Reber 1991.
88 Cf. Desborough 1972, pp. 86, 216-220.
89 Kastanas(a),p.12, fig. 1.
90 Some evidence supportingthe important role played by coastal sites in Macedonia, particularlythose
of ChaLkidike,comes from Assiros Toumba, where the results of clay analysis of a sample of Late Bronze
Age sherds have indicated that the samples classed as "ProvincialMycenaean" (that is, implying a source in
Macedonia other than Assiros)may well have been produced at a coastal site in Chalkidike;see Jones 1986,
p. 494; Wardle 1980, p. 252. Jan Bouzek (1986), however,prefers to see such a production center near the
Axios estuary. A comparablerole played by coastal sites in Chalkidikemay also be observed earlier,during
the Middle Bronze Age and EarlyMycenaean periods;see Cambitoglouand Papadopoulos 1993.
91 The pendent-semicircleskyphos found in the tomb (T82-2) was the only such skyphos in local fabric
from the cemetery; the other, T77-3, is an import, perhaps Euboio-Thessalianrather than Cycladic. The
pendent-semicircleskyphos is a hallmarkof the regional koinecomprising Euboia, Thessaly, the northern
Cyclades, and Skyros during the later stages of the Late Protogeometricperiod and in the course of the
Sub-Protogeometric;see LeJkandi
I, pp. 291-292, 297-302; Desborough 1972, pp. 185-220; Desborough
1952, pp. 127-179; Descoeudres and Kearsley 1983, esp. pp. 41-52; Coldstream 1968a, pp. 148-157. The
most recent studyof the shape is that of RosalindeKearsley(1990). Accordingto her typology,Torone T82-2 is
best accommodated within the frameworkof Type 3, which she dates to the 9th century B.C. (contemporary
with Attic Early Geometric-Middle GeometricI).
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Protogeometric. The contexts of the remainderwere less informative as to date; B6 was
found with another handmade vessel, a pitharion, not precisely dated, and B7 served as
the cineraryurn and was the only pot in the tomb.
The marks themselveswere incised prior to firing and, in most cases, at a time when
the fabric of the vase was quite dry,leather-to-bonehard ratherthan moist-to-leatherhard.
The difficultyof determiningwhether such markswere made before or after firing is fully
discussedby Thomas Palaimaetaliawith referenceto potters'marksof the Bronze Age.92 It
is therefore possible to establish, on the basis of the physical characteristicsof the marks,
whether they were made before or afterfiring.93The very thin, cleanly incised lines of the
markson B4-B6, B9, and B10 contrastto the few instancesof incised decoration on local
handmadevessels,where the incisions,executedwhile the clay was less dry,are characterized
by lines and strokesthat are deeper and broader.94The markon the shoulderof B1 1 is the
most deeply incisedof the group (cf.B3). The Torone marksfurthercontrastto incisionsthat
are executed on the surfaceof the pot afterfiring,which normallyhave many tiny successive
strokesof the cutting implement within the incision itself.95 The latter are generally less
clean, on account of the resistanceofferedto the cuttingimplementby the hardenedsurface
of the fired pot.96 It is worth noting that in the mark on B6, the third vertical strokefrom
the left is a scratchmade after firing;it contraststo the three strokesincised prior to firing
(comparea similarscratchon B10; see p. 468 below). The dots on B7, B8, and B10 are fine
and very shallowand were also impressedwhen the fabricwas quite dry.
The eight Toronean potters' marks comprise symbols which, descriptively,may be
divided into four broad groups:
strokes:
B5 and B6. Three neat, verticalstrokesare found on one side of
(ac)Threevertical
the vessel only, at the base of the lower handle attachment on the kantharosB5. Three
similarlyexecuted and located strokesare found on the jug B6, but here the stroke on the
right is slightlymore diagonal.
strokes
in line:B1 1. Five comparativelydeep strokesarrangedin a vertical
(3)Fivevertical
line were incised on the shoulderon one side of the two-handledjar or amphora,B 1l. Both
the mark and its position are unique among the handmade wares included here. The only
other cataloguedmarkthat occurs on the shoulderof a pot is B2.
(y) Dotsonly:B7 and B8. A group of fourteenpreserveddots, closely clusteredtogether,
are found on the body at the point of maximum diameter, immediately below and very
slightly to the left of the lower handle attachment on the cup/kyathos B7. As the vessel
is chipped at this point, there may well have been a few more dots originally.Two similarly
92 Palaima, Betancourt,and Meyer 1984, pp. 70-71.
93 Ibid. See furtherDaniel 1941, pp. 273-275; Stubbimgs1951, p. 45; Edgar imAtkinsonetal. 1904, p. 177.
94 Such incised decorationon handmadevases is rare at Torone; cf., for example, Torone T109-5.
95 Daniel 1941, p. 273, note 56; compare the many later graffitiin AgoraXXI, passim.
96 Compare and contrast the well-knownearly Greek alphabetic inscriptionsincised after firing, such as:
Coldstream 1977, pp. 295-302; Snodgrass 1971, p. 351, fig. 11l;Jeffery 1989, pls. 1, 9:18, 22:1, 47:1 and 3,
57:43b, 68:32a, 69:43 and 44. Also the graffitifrom Xeropolis: Lejkandi
I, pp. 89-93, pl. 69:a-1 (incisedafter
firing),m (= B2, incised prior to firing). Compare furtherthe graffitoat the base of the handle on the cup in
the MitsotakisCollection: Tsipopoulou 1984, 1198, p. 166, fig. 11, pl. 44; also that immediately below the
handle on a Geometric cup from the Eleusis cemetery: Skias 1898, p. 58, fig. 4; compare also p. 85, fig. 18
(whichis earlier),with a potter'smarkassociatedwith a mastos, not unlike those on B8 below.
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impresseddots are found on the jug B8 directlybelow the mastos at the base of the handle.
B8 is of further interest since incision is found on the body of the vase, in the form of
three motifs (not unlike the potter'smarkon B4) which are grouped above mastoi arranged
symmetricallyaroundthe body of the vase (Fig.9). Given the position of these motifsdirectdy
above mastoi, which, in effect, are lug or atrophiedhandles, and given the rarityof incised
decorationon Toronean handmade pottery,it is possible that these motifs are also potters'
marksrather than decoration, although such repetitionis unusual. Dots are also found on
the more complex composite mark on B10.
(8) Arrow-or lambda-shaped
marks:B4, B9, and B10. On B9 two diagonal lines cross
over at the top to define a simple arrow- or lambda-shapedsymbol. A similarmark is also
found below one handle on the kantharosB4, but in this case the space defined by the two
convergingdiagonalsis filed with short,slightdyhooked strokes.97Somewhatmore complex
is the mark on the jug B10; two diagonal lines converge and are bisected by a vertical line
that extends beyond their apex. Arrangedin two parallelhorizontalrows of three, two dots
to the left of the vertical line and four to the right, are six impressed dots similar to those
on B7 and B8 (cf. Fig. 10). A furtherhorizontal line, clearly incised afterfiring, traverses
the two diagonal lines and the verticalline at approximatelytheir midpoints.98
As far as I am aware,the only comparablepotter'smarkin the Greekworld, incised on a
handmade pot prior to firingand contemporaiy
with the Torone marks,is found on the lower
exterior face of the handle of a jug with cutaway neck from Marmariani.99 Elsewhere in
the Aegean similar marks may well exist, but it is often difficult to establish, particularly
from fragmentary assemblages of coarse-ware pottery, whether the incised symbols are
potters' marks or decoration.10l The Marmariani mark consists of eight comparatively
deep, diagonal strokes. Like the Toronean vases, the Marmarianijug was found in a tomb,
in this case a large tholos tomb. The vase itselfmay representan importfrom Macedonia or
at least displays strong Macedonian influences.101Although diagonally grooved, twisted,
or fluted handles are a feature of North Aegean handmade wares of the Late Bronze and
97 Compare the incised "decoration"or markson the body of the jug B8 (Fig.9).
98

This horizontalline is ratherproblematic. It is, most probably,a later scratchsuch as that alreadynoted
on B6, but its fortuitousposition over the central part of the inscriptionseems particularlywell defined, as
is the case with the one on B6. This raises the possibilitythat both "scratches"may have been consciously
incised sometime after the vases were fired.
99 Heurtleyand Skeat 1930/1931, no. 6, p. 13;the vase itselfis illustratedand a briefdescriptionof the mark
given, but it is not illustrated. I am grateful to Dr. Eo Zervoudakeand Dr. N. Prokopiou for allowing me
access to the Protogeometricpottery from Marmarianiexcavatedby Heurtleyand Skeat, now in the National
ArchaeologicalMuseum in Athens.
100
See, for example, the fragmentarycoarse potteryfrom Karphi: Seiradaki1960, pl. 12:b.
101The handmadejug with cutawayneck is one ofthe characteristichallmarksof Late Bronze and EarlyIron
Age Macedonia,and its ancestrymay be tracedbackto the Earlyand MiddleBronzeAge periodsin Macedonia.
Typologiesof the shape have been presentedfrom settlementmaterialat Kastanas;see Kastanas
(a), pp. 48-58;
from cemetery material at Vergina, see Bepy(va I, pp. 194-201; more recently,from the cemeteries at Vitsa
Zagoriou in Epiros, see Vokotopoulou 1986, pp. 236-241, fig. 9, plans 15-31; and from the "Protohistoric"
cemeteriesassociatedwith the settlementat Kastrion Thasos, see Koukouli-Chrysanthake1992, pp. 397-399,
fig. 85, shape VII A-E.
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Early Iron Ages,102I doubt whether the incised strokeson B3 are decorative, since they
differfrom normal grooving or ridgingfound on handles.
Slightly later than the marksfrom Torone and Marmariani are those incised on pots
prior to firing on a series of handmade coarse-warevessels of the Geometric period from
Corinth (B12-B14). The marks are found on two shapes: amphoras and hydriai. The
most recent study of these is by ChristopherPfaff, on whose notes on the subject I rely for
information.103 According to Pfaff, this type of amphora has a long history at Corinth,
beginningperhaps as early as the Early Geometricperiod and continuingin the specialized
form of the CorinthianType A and A' transportamphorasdating from the 7th throughthe
2nd centuries B.C.104 As for the hydriai, they too appear to be as early as the amphoras,
although knowledge of their development is still rather incomplete.'05 The earliest of the
three presented here (B13) is dated to the Early Geometric or Middle Geometric I period;
B12 is dated to Middle Geometric II, and the latest, B14, is said to be Late Geometric
or Early Protocorinthian.06 There are three incised vertical strokeson top of one of the
handles on the amphora B14; three similarstrokesare found on the vertical handle of the
hydriaB12, but in this case the strokesare horizontal. Three incisedverticalstrokesare also
found on the neck on one side of the amphora B13, in a position similar to the painted
crosseson Al, A7, A8, and A12-A17. Although handmade vessels such as these could be
depositedin tombs at Corinth,107 the three examplespresentedhere derivefrom fill dumped
in wells. The placement of the marks on the handles of B12 and B14 is not unlike that
on the vessels from Torone and Marmariani already noted, although they are placed on
top of the handle arch, not on the handle base; the exception is B13, where the mark is
found on the neck.
In his discussionofthe coarse-warehydriaifromthe North Cemeteryat Corinth,Rodney
Young notes that "the building of coarse pots by hand may well have been a craft handed
down throughthe centuriesin particulargroupsor families,a craftmuch more conservative
108
than that of the potterwho threwhis vesselson the wheel and decoratedthem afterward."
This conservatismin the handmade pottery tradition is an important aspect, and it may
well be that the practice of markingsuch vases representsan Early Iron Age survivalof a
much more common Bronze Age custom.'09
102 Heurdey 1939, pp. 98-99, 104, 216,
fig. 87:a-f, h (LateBronzeAge Vardar6phtsa[Axiochori],referredto
as "fluted"or "grooved"),p. 233, fig. 106 (EarlyIron Age Vardar6phtsa,referredto as "twisted");Wardle 1980,
no. 44, p. 256, fig. 16, nos. 51-53, p. 260, fig. 19. At Kastanasjugs with such handles include Hochstetter's
types la-d: XAstana(a), p. 53, fig. 12, p. 57, fig. 13. See also Wardle'scomments in Popham, Pope, and
Raison 1982b, p. 235.
103 Pfaff 1988, esp. pp. 29-33.
104 Ibid.,p. 29.
105 Ibid.,pp. 32-33; cf. Corinth
XIII, p. 41.
06 For bibliography,see the catalogue entriesfor B12-B14.
107

CorinthXIII, pp. 41, 43.

108Ibid.,p. 41. The extreme conservatismof potters and their reluctanceto innovate is stressedby
George
Foster(1965) in his study of peasantpottery manufacture.
109Forthe markingof the handle bases on BronzeAge transportand cookingvessels,especiallythe handlesof
medium-coarseMinoanizing Lustrous-Decoratedware and less often on Aiginetan cooking pots, which are
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GROUP C

This is a smallgroup of five stampsfound in inconspicuousor isolatedpositionson larger
closed vases. The four examples from Corinth (Cl-C4) are closely related to B12-B14
inasmuchas the stampsare found on the handle, or at the base of the handle, of Corinthian
handmade coarse-warevessels. All four vases are fragmentary: C3 is an amphora, Cl
probably a hydria, and C2 and C4 are thought to be pitchers;they are fully discussedby
Pfaff110 In addition to these four vessels, contemporarystamped impressionsare found
at Corinth on a lid"'1 and a pyramidal loomweight.112 The former bears on its upper
surface several large oval stamp impressionswith a crosshatchedpattern; such repetition
would imply that the purpose of stampingwas decorative,and on that basis, the piece has
not been classifiedhere.113 The loomweight has also not been classifiedfor the reasons
given above.114 Pfaff has argued that the design on C2 was perhaps stamped with a clay
die, whereas the remainderwere produced using stone, metal, wood, or bone dies; in the
case of the stamps on Cl, C3, and C4, he compares the similarityof the pattern to that
on Geometric sealstonesand a bronze weight."5 C1 and C4 are figured designs, C2 and
C3 nonfigured.
The stamp on C5 is found near the center of the fragmentaryneck of a closed vessel
from Ischia;116its position on the vase is similarto that of the painted crosseson Al, A7, A8,
A12-A17, and the three incised strokeson B13. The design shows a Geometric warrior
carrying the body of a fallen comrade, a scene interpreted as Ajax carrying the corpse
of Achilles.117 The same stamp was evidently used to decorate a clay plaque found at
executed in much the same way as the handmadeEarlyIron Age vesselslisted here, see Nordquist 1987, p. 63;
Zerner 1986; cf. AsineI, no. 3, p. 230, fig. 168 (EarlyHelladic), pp. 283-284, fig. 195 (Middle Helladic II);
AsineII, ii, no. 63, p. 67, fig. 79, p. 137, fig. 131; Hagg and Hagg 1978, p. 31, fig. 18. For the marking of
vases, includinghandle bases, before and afterfiringin the Late Bronze Age, see note 126 below. For similarly
markedEtruscancoarse-wareamphorasof the Archaicperiod, see especiallyAlbore Livadie 1978, p. 88, fig. 6;
p. 84, fig. 2; p. 85, fig. 4; pp. 90-91, figs. 8, 9; pp. 93-94, figs. 11, 12; p. 97, fig. 14; pp. 103-104, figs. 18,
19;p. 113, fig. 25.
110 Pfaff 1988, pp. 39-40. One reviewer of this article has noted that C3 may be Early Helladic in date.
The design bears a general similarityto Early Helladic clay sealings,for which see, for example, Heath 1958;
also some Minoan Prepalatialseals such as CMS II, i, no. 96, p. 110; cf. no. 302, p. 349, no. 435, p. 516;
CMS IV, no. 106, p. 121 (Middle Minoan I); cf., among others, Warren 1970. It is certainly possible that
the fragmentaryamphorahandle on which the impressionappearsrepresentsresidualmaterialencounteredin
later fill, although the general context is Geometric.
"
Pfaff 1988, no. 112,pl. 31.
12 PfafT1988, no. 118, pl. 32.
113 Pfaff 1988, p. 40. Other cases of decorative stamping are listed by Pfaff (pp. 39-40) and include a
Protogeometric-EarlyGeometricpithos lid from Knossos and a Geometric pithos(?)from Phaistos.
114 Compare the stampedspindlewhorl,bead, or button from the AthenianAgora dated to the firsthalf of the
8th centuryB.C.: Brann 1960, p. 406, fig. 2.
"5 Pfaff 1988, p. 40, with notes 101 and 102.
116 Buchner 1966, p. 11; Boardman 1968, p. 8; Boardman 1972, pp. 112-113, 133, fig. 166.
117 Boardman 1972, pp. 112-113, 133. This is thought to be the earliest example of the scene in Greek
art, followed by a similar representationon an ivory seal from Perachora: Boardman 1963, p. 147, fig. 16
(= Ahlberg-Cornell1992, p. 288. fig. 46:b).
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the Heraion on Samos.'18 The vessel on which the impressionis found appears to be a
coarse-wareamphora or hydria, although details of shape and fabric are not given in the
publication;the vase is dated shortlybefore or after 700 B.C. and is therefore slightlylater
than C1-C4.
All five stamped examples derive from settlementcontexts, although the exact findspot
of C5 is not noted. The general similarity,particularlyin terms of position, of these marks
to the well-knownstamped amphora handles of later periods is discussedmore fully below
(pp. 482-483).
GROUPD

This group has been distinguishedfrom the impresseddots of Group B and the stamp
impressionsof Group C by virtue of the fact that the impressionsare made by the finger
or thumb of the potter, not with an implement. In the case of three of the four examples
listed here that I have personallyinspected,fingerprintsare clearlyvisible within the finger
impressionon Dl, and traces of fingerprintsmay also be observed on D3. There are no
clearfingerprintson D2, althoughthese were probablymade by the potter'sfingeror thumb.
I have not had occasion to inspect D4-D9.
The nine examples listed here probably representonly a small fraction of such marks
in the Early Iron Age. Eight of the nine were found in the fill of a number of wells in
the area of the later Athenian Agora and Corinth; only one (D4) was found in a tomb.
Two are Attic (Dl, D2), the remainderare of Corinthianmanufacture. Such marksoccur
on both wheelmade and handmade pots that derive from both funeraryand nonfunerary
contexts. The impressionsare invariablyfound at the base of the handle or handles on a
variety of shapes: Dl is a fragmentary,wheelmade, neck-handledamphora;D2, D8, and
D9 are chytrai;D3, D5, and D6 are handmade amphoras;and D4 and D7 are pitchers
or oinochoai. On D3, D5, and D6 there are finger impressionsat the base of both handles,
while in the case of D1 only one of the two handlesof the vase is preserved;D2, D4, D7, and
D8 are one-handled shapes. Of the nine examplespresentedhere, D3 is of special interest
since both handles of the vase bear a seriesof impresseddots that may be potter'smarksand
also because the vessel representsa Corinthianimportto Athens (see discussionabove under
B14, p. 451; cf. D3, pp. 453, 455). On one side of the vase the final impresseddot is situated
within the finger impression.
Althoughonly a smallnumberof such marksis presentedhere, it is noteworthythat they
cover the entire chronologicalspan of the period from latest Mycenaean or Submycenaean
throughLate Geometric.
GROUPE

The three pieces listed under this heading should, strictly speaking, be listed under
Group A. Though figured, the placement of the symbolson E1-E3 is identical to some of
118

Boardman 1968, p. 8. The stamp is repeatedon the plaque at least eight times, and there are two pierced
holes at the top for suspension. The plaque is illustratedin Hampe 1936, pl. 34; Ohly 1941, no. 416, pl. 11.
Both the Pithekoussaistamp and that on the Samos relief (SamosMuseum T 416) are convenientlyillustrated
togetherin Ahlberg-Cornell1992, nos. 10, 11, pp. 35-38, p. 287, figs. 44, 45; see also pp. 288-291, figs. 46-52,
and pp. 321-322, figs. 107-109 for later representationsof the theme.
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the more humble X's of GroupA, and it is thereforesuggestedhere that some of the earliest
Athenian horses and birds served a similarfunction, as potters' marks. The painted horse
under the handle of the belly-handledamphoraEl has the identicalposition of the upright
cross on the belly-handledamphoraA3. The solitaryhorse standing on the belly-handled
amphora E2 is similar,but the animal has been placed on the body of the vase, next to
the handle. The style of the horses on El and E2 is so similar that it is conceivable that
the two vases were made by the one potter who used this distinctivedesign as his mark. 19
The two birds, one under each handle, on the Attic Protogeometricskyphosfound in
Tomb 39 of the Toumba cemeteryat Lefkandi120have the identicalposition of the X's on the
contemporaryAttic skyphoiA2, A9-A1 1. Priorto the discoveryof thisvase, the earliestbird
on Attic Iron Age pottery dated from the Middle Geometricperiod.121
The horses and birds on E1-E3 are the earliestfiguresin Attic Iron Age vase painting.
They are invariablyplaced below or near a handle.122It is only during the closing stages
of Protogeometricand during the Early Geometric period that this scheme is done away
with and figuresare given more prominenceby being placed on the necksof closed vessels123
or else in a metope on an open vase.124These laterfigures,ratherthan being casuallytucked
away in inconspicuouspositions, are ostentatiouslydisplayed and carefully incorporated
within the highly structuredsyntax of the geometric ornament. In this way, they anticipate
figural developments of the later Middle and Late Geometric periods.125 The placement
of the earlierfigureson E1-E3, however,standsin total contrastto that of the laterexamples.
A few pieces stand in between and are more difficultto evaluate. The most notable of these
are the pyxis and the fragmentarykraterfrom the Kerameikoslisted for comparisonin the
catalogue above under Group E. A three-leggedfigure, normally referredto as a centaur,
holding a tree or palm branch, occupies the area under one handle of the pyxis;a spirallike
motif, mostlynot preserved,is found underthe other handle. Both motifsmay be linkedwith
119 Almost identical are the six horses on the neck (threeon either side) of the small shoulder-to-lip-handled

amphora,Kerameiks
IV, inv. no. 91 1, pl. 8. I believe the latterwas made by the same potter who made D1 and
D2. In the conventionalchronologicalscheme, D2 would normallybe assignedto developed Protogeometric;
Dl is difficultto date precisely on account of its fragmentarystate, whereas Kerameikos
IV, inv. no. 91 1, pl. 8
should be Late Protogeometric.If I am correctin assumingthat the horses on these three vesselswere painted
by the same potter, then much of the Protogeometricperiod could be condensed into the active lifetime of
one craftsman.
120
Popham, Pope, and Raison 1982b, T39-19, pp. 218, 235, pl. 29:a-c.
121
122

Benson1970,p. 28.

In Mycenaeanpictorialvase painting,it is not uncommon to find figurestuckedaway in some comparable
position, like the birds under the handles of the WarriorVase from Mycenae: Vermeule and Karageorghis
1982, pp. 130-132, pl. XI:42. In most such cases, however,they are only one element in a much largerfigured
composition.
123 Such as the horses on the small amphora Kerameiks
IV, inv. no. 911, pl. 8 and the horses framing the
swastikain a panel on the neck on either side of the neck-handledamphora in the ChatziorgyrisCollection,
Athens, N.M. 18045; Benson 1970, pls. IV:1, V:1, 2.
124 Such as the kantharosfragment,Athens, Agora P 1654; Burr 1933, no. 62, p. 560, fig. 19; Coldstream
1968a, p. 13; Benson 1970, no. 2, pl. IX.
125 For figures in Attic Protogeometricpottery and in contemporarypottery styles elsewhere in the Greek
world, see Kopcke 1977, pp. 32-50; Benson 1970,passim;Snodgrass 1971, p. 401; Papadopoulos 1990.
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the decorationon the main body of the vessel. In the case of the krater,a partiallypreserved
horse appears under the handle of the vase and a human mourner stands nearby,just to
the left and slightly above the same handle. The funerary symbolism of the mourner in
this case can hardlybe doubted, but he is subordinateto the linear ornament, and the close
proximityof man and horse may suggestthat the two are symbolicallyrelated.

DISCUSSION
The majorityof the Early Iron Age potters' marks assembled above, particularlythose of
GroupsA and B, find nearly identicalparallelsamong the corpora
of incised, impressed,and
painted marks employed on vessels of the Aegean126and Cypriot Bronze Ages,127as well
as among similarlyexecuted marks on Hellenic vases.128 It should be stressed, however,
that any similaritiesbetween the Early Iron Age potters' marks on the one hand and the
earlier and later markson the other is probablycoincidental,and such ubiquitoussigns as
crosses,verticalstrokes,and dots belong, as AlanJohnstonputs it, to the very basic repertoire
of decorativeornament, although,as he furthernotes, "in certainaspectsof materialculture
129
an unbroken,if tenuous traditionsurvived."
Concerning the purpose that such marks served, a number of interpretationsof the
BronzeAge materialhave been suggested.'30In the majorityof casesthe signsare interpreted
or distribution,
or both, of the pots on which
as having served a function in the production
they appear. Suggested functions include maker's mark or mark of ownership, capacity,
126

The bibliographyon Greek Bronze Age potters'marksis becoming substantial;for full referencesto the
literatureup to the early 1980's, see KeosIV, especiallypp. xii-xiv; cf. Caskey 1970. For the Early Bronze
Age, see especially Zvgouries,
p. 107, fig. 92; Tzavella-Evjen 1980; MacGillivray 1981; Pullen 1985, which
includes the most up-to-date discussionof Early Helladic potters' marks. See also Branigan 1969. For the
implicationsof these marksfor EarlyHelladic trade and economy and their role in the development of linear
writing,see Renfrew 1972, pp. 411-414. For the Middle Bronze Age, see especiallyCrouwel 1973; Nordquist
1987, p. 63 (withreferences);Zerner 1988;Coleman 1986, no. A 17, p. 12, pl. 19:a;Overbeck 1989, pp. 32-33.
For the Late Bronze Age, especiallyuseful are Raison 1968 and Sacconi 1974; Dohl 1978; Dohl 1979; Olivier
1988; Kober 1948; Tsipopoulou 1990 (mostly,but not exclusively,Late Minoan 1).Hirschfeld 1990 is usefulfor
postfiringmarks added to Late Helladic and Minoan vases found on Cyprus. For Aigina (Middle and Late
Helladic), see Alt-AginaIII, i, pls. 124, 125; Bernab6-Brea 1952. The table of potters' marks compiled by
Edgar in Atkinsonet al. 1904 (p. 178) is still useful and offersmany close parallels,particularlyfor the marks
of Group B. See also Kontoleon 1965; Webster 1966;Akerstrom1974; Popham, Pope, and Raison 1976.
127 The Cypriot corpus of Bronze Age potters' marksis extensive; see especially Palaima, Betancourt, and
Meyer 1984; Frankel1975;Daniel 1941, esp. pp. 273-275; Stubbings1951, p. 45; Astrom 1966, pp. 149-192;
Astrom 1967; Astrom 1969; Stewartand Stewart 1950, pp. 390-394; Vermeule and Wolsky 1976; Vermeule
and Wolsky 1990, pp. 351-354; Masson in Kdtion
I, pp. 145-147; Karageorghisand Masson 1968; for the
tradelinkbetween Cyprusand Greece, see Caffingetal. 1980. ForCypro-Minoaninscriptionson vases, mostly
incised afterfiring,see Persson 1937; cf. Mitford 1971.
128 Johnston 1979, p. 1.
129
Ibid.
130
These are treatedby a numberof scholars,with usefuloverviewsby AlikiHalepa Bikakiand Paul Astr6m:
KeosIV, pp. 42-43; Astrom1966, pp. 189-192.
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Cat.
No.
Al

X

A2

X

A3

+

A4

A5

Symbol

Context

Provenance

Fabric

Position of

Date

Mark

X

4

A6

4

A7

+

Tomb

Attic

Tomb

Attic

Tomb

Attic

WM N-H
Amphora
WM
Skyphos
WM B-H

Athens, Agora

Well deposit

Attic

Amphora
WM Cup

Underside

EPG

Athens, Agora

Well deposit

Attic

WM small

Underside

EPG

Athens, Agora

Well deposit

Attic

WM small
open vessel

Underside

EPG

Well deposit

Attic

W-M N-H

Neck

MG

Neck

LG

DPG
Under
Handle
Under handle LPG

open vessel

Athens, Agora
_ __ _

+

Neck

DPG

Athens,
Kerameikos
Athens,
Kerameikos
Athens, Agora

*_

A8

Shape

_______

Athens, Agora

_Amhora

__

Well deposit Attic

W-M N-H
Amphora

A9
AIO

X

X

Aigina
Knossos,

Al1

X

Knossos,

Tomb?
Tomb

Attic?
Attic

WM skyphos Under handle LPG/EG
WM
Under handle DPG

Tomb

Attic

WM

Skypho

Fortetsa

A12
A13

+
X

Lefkandi

Toumba

Fortetsa______

Building

Lefkandi

Toumba

Euboian
Euboian

A 15
A16

+
+
+

Letkandi

+

Euboian

Lefkandi

Toumba

______________

Building

Lefkandi

Toumba

___,__,_,_

Lefkandi

X

Lefkandi

Toumba

r

Lefkandi

Xeropolis

X

Rheneia,
Parakastri

Tomb

WM hydria

Neck

MPG
MPG

Euboian

Amphora/

Neck

MPG

Neck

MPG

Underside

MPG

Neck

LG

WM Cup

Underside

LPG/EG

hydria
WM
hyria WM

Euboian
Euboian

Amphora!
hydriaWM
WM small
open vessel

Euboian

WM
Amphora

Settlement

A20

MPG

Neck

Building

A19

Neck

Amphora

Building

A18

MPG

Euboian

_Building

Toumba

Neck
_

Amphora

Building

_

A17

Toumba

WM
Ampho,ra
WM
Amphora

Building

A14

Under handle DPG

Skyphos

Fortetsa

Cycladic

-EG -

A2l

X

Mycenae

Tomb

Argive

WM Cup

Underside

A22
A23

X

Mycenae
Mycenae

Tomb
Tomb

Argive
Argive

WM Cup
WM Cup

Underside
Underside

EG II
MGII

X

_______Argive

T
?

Argive
Argive

WM Cup
WM Cup
WM small

Underside
Underside
Underside

LPG/EG
Geometric
LG

A24
A25
A26

X
X

Argos
Argos
Argos

A27

X

Argos

?

Argive

WM small

________________

____________

__________

open vessel_

Argive

WM small

open vessel

A28

X

Argos

openvessel

_.

Underside

Geometric
_

Underside

LG

_,

_,,

EARLY

A29

IRON

AGE

Settlement

Argos

WM

Argive

Underside

WM Pyxis
WM Plate
WM
Oinochoe
WM Cup
WM

Underside
Underside
Underside

Geometric
Geometric
MG I

Underside
Underside

PGIEG
LG

Near handle

SubPG

Underside

LG

Handlebase
Shoulder

EPG/DPG
SubPG I-Il

HM Jug

Handle

LPG

HM

Handle base

SM/EPG

HM
Kantharos
HM Jug

Handle base

SM/EPG

Handle base

PG

HM Cup /

Near handle

PG

Kyathos

base

Coastal

HM Jug

Handle base

LPG

Macedonian

______

LPG/SubPG

X

Tiryns

Tomb

Argive

A32

X

Tiryns

Argive

A33
A34
A35

X

Tiryns
Tiryns
Klenia

Cemetery
area
?Argive
?Argive
Tomb

Corinthian

Nichoria
Aetos

Settlement
Settlement

Messenian
Ithakan

Kastanas

Settlement

Exochi

Tomb

Rhodian

Athens, Agora
Lefkandi

Tomb
Xeropolis
Settlement

Attic
Imported?

Marmariani

Tomb

Thessalian

Torone

Tomb

Coastal

X

~

.

____

A38

____

_

*

j

A39
BI
B2

~

I

B3

A

B4

__

____

Kantharos

___

WM
~~~~~~~~~Macedonian
Amphora
Central

WM
Oinochoe
WM cup
WM Jug!/
Amphora

Kantharos

__________Macedonian

)

~

Torone

Tomb

B6

Torone

Tomb

B7

Torone

Tomb

B5

Coastal
Macedonian
Coastal
Macedonian
Coastal

__________Macedonian

Tomb

Torone

B8

A

B9
BlO0~

Tomb

Torone

P

________________

jrN-

Tomb

Torone
______________

Corinth

B 12

~~~Corinth

B13

B 13

_____

_

___

_____

_____

_____

___

Handle base
_______

Coastal

HM Jug

Handle base
_

Coastal

HM
Amphora

Well deposit

Corinthian

HM Hydria

Well deposit

Corinthian
_______

Well deposit

Corinth

HM Jug
_______

Macedonian

_ _ __ _ __ _

B 14

Coastal
M acedonian

M acedonian_

Tomb

Torone

Bl11

Middle
Helladic?
Under handle LG

HM
Kantharos
WM Krater

A31I

A36
A37

LG

Underside

~~~~~Oinochoe

______________

X

EG

Underside

vessel
~~~~~~~~~~~~~open

_____

______
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TABLE2. Shapes of Vaseswith Potters'Marksand Their Positions
WHEELMADE AND PAINTED POTTERY

(i)

(ii)

Amphoras,neck-handled

Neck: Al, A7, A8(?),A12, A13 (cross);Al9 (axe)
Beside handle: A38 (dots)
Handle base: Dl (fingerimpression)
Under handle: A3 (cross);El (horse)
Amphoras,belly-handled
Near handle: E2 (horse)
Hydriai
Neck: A14 (cross)
Amphoras/hydriai/large closed vessels Neck: A15, A16, A17 (cross)
Shoulder:B2

(iii)

Oinochoai

Underside:A30 (zigzags);A35 (asterisk);A39 (sunpattern)

(iv)

Pyxides

Underside: A33? (cross)

(v)

Kraters

Under handle: A32 (cross)

(vi)

Skyphoi

Under handle: A2, A9, Al0, All (cross);E3 (birds,one under
each handle)

(vii)

One-handled cups

Underside: A4, A20, A21, A22, A24, A25, A36 (cross);A23
(asterisk)
Handle base: Bi (stroke)

(viii) Kantharoi
Unidentifiedsmall open vessels
(skyphoi,cups, kantharoi)
(ix)

Plate

Underside:A37 (crosshatching)
Underside: A18, A26, A27, A28 (cross);A29 (asterisk);A5, A6
(irregularstroke[s])
Underside:A34? (cross)

HANDMADE POTTERY

(x)

Amphoras/two-handledjars

Neck: B13 (3 strokes);C5 (stamp)
Shoulder: B 1l (5 strokes)
Handle: B14 (3 strokes)
Handle base: C3 (stamp);D3, D5, D6 (fingerimpressions)

(xi)

Hydriai

Handle: B12 (3 strokes);Cl (stamp)

(xii) Pitchers,oinochoai, andjugs with
cutawayneck

Handle base: B3 (8 strokes);B6 (3 strokes);B8 (2 dots);B9
(arrow-shapedmark);B10 (compositemark:dots and
arrow-shapedmark);C2, C4 (stamp);D4, D7 (finger
impression)
Body (above mastoi?):B8 (arrow-shapedmarks)

(xiii) Kantharoi

Handle base: B4 (arrow-shapedmark);B5 (3 strokes)
Underside: A31 (cross [MiddleHelladic?])

(xiv) Cup/kyathoi

Body,near handle base: B7 (14 dots)

(xv)

Handle bases: D2, D8, D9 (fingerimpression)

Chytrai
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TABLE 3. Types of Marks

Crosses(X and +)

Al, A2, A3, A4, A7, A8, A9, AlO, All, A12, A13, A14, A15,
A16, A17, A18, A20, A21, A22, A24, A25, A26, A27, A28,
A31?, A32, A33, A34?, A36

Asterisks(eight-pointedstars)

A23, A29, A35, cf. C2

Sun pattern

A39

Crosswith V's fillingthe quadrants

C3

Stroke(s),variouslyarranged

(1 stroke):A5, Bl
(3 strokes):B5, B6, B12, B13, B14
(5 strokes):A6, Bll
(8 strokes):B3

Arrow-shapedmarksand variations

B4, B8, B9, B10

Crosshatching

A37, cf. B2

Zigzags

A30

Dots

A38, B7, B8, B10

Compositemarks(arrow-shapedand dots) B10, cf. B8
Axe

A19

Horses

El, E2

Birds

E3

Humans

Cl, C4, C5

FingerImpressions

Dl, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8, D9

commodity,provenance (workshopor production center), or destination.131Moreover, it
is clear,particularlyfrom marksfound on the pottery from a specificsite, that there is more
than one category of mark and that they served a variety of purposes. For example, Bikaki
has arguedthat the compositesignson the Middle BronzeAge (PeriodIV) potteryfrom Kea
may indicate capacity,whereas the Linear A signs, which emerged during the later stages
of the Middle Bronze Age (PeriodV), may have functioned as labels, possibly relating to
the commodity contained in the vessel.132In dealing with the distinctiveMiddle Helladic
gold-mica wares consideredto be of Aiginetan origin and found in quantityin the Argolid,
Gull6g Nordquist points to the occurrence of potters' marks on the undersidesor handles
of the imported vessels and suggests that the marks may indicate a production aimed at
131

Ibid. Other suggested functions that have been aired may be more summarilytreated. For example,
Vitelli (1977, p. 26) noted, but quickly dismissed, the possibilitythat pots were marked to avoid spreading
contaminationfrom diseasedowners. Anotherpossibilitysuggestedfor the more tactile marksof the Neolithic
period is that they were designed as aids for blind users of the vessels. Although discussingblindness at some
length, Vitelli (1977, p. 23) notes that the question of what kind of aid the marked vessels provided would
still remain. In his study of the markingson early prehistoricartifacts,Alexander Marschacksuggested that
they served a time-factoringpurpose, specificallyfor keeping track of time in order to anticipate seasonal
changes: Marschack 1972, p. 27; cf. Vitelli 1977, p. 28. In discussingthis suggestion, Vitelli states: "The
potting process itself is time-factored,probably seasonal and cyclical, but how the ... marks on pots might
be relatedto that cycle escapes me."
132 Keos V,p. 42.
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export.133She goes on to state that the potters'markson both the imnported
Aiginetan and
LustrousDecorated pots more likelyservedthe function of markinga producer,ratherthan
destination,because the markson such vesselsappearto be the same at most siteswhere they
are found.134 Similarlymultifunctionalare the trade markson Greek vases of the Archaic
and Classical periods, as well as the contemporarygraffitiand dipinti incised or painted
after firing.'35 In an important article on Neolithic potters' marks, and in the context of
the distributionof markedpots, K. D. Vitelli notes that the use of potters'markssuggestsnot
the trade of objects or even verbal informationbut the regularrelocation of potters within
differentsettlements.136 She visualizesa model in which the distributionof potters' marks
might indicate marriagepatternsand kinshipties within Neolithic communities.137
As for the Early Iron Age marks presented here, their isolated or else inconspicuous
placement on a vase, whether on, below,or near a handle, on the neck, on the underside,or,
more rarely,on the shoulder, contraststo the positioning of painted or incised ornament
and evinces a significancebeyond that of decoration. In any interpretationof the marks,
it is importantto bear in mind the multifunctionalaspectsof the BronzeAge and later Greek
marks. Of significanceis not only the natureof the markitselfbut also the shape, decoration,
and functionof the vessel on which it appears,as well as its context. Althoughthe quantityof
potters' marksassembledhere is small and the corpus probablyfar from complete, what is
immediatelyremarkableis the wide distributionof such symbolsthroughoutthe Greekworld
in the Early Iron Age. Details of provenance and context are summarizedand presented
in Table 1 (pp. 47 -476 above). Early Iron Age potters' marks are common in Athens,
Corinth, the Argolid, and elsewhere in the Peloponnese; in the north they are found in
Thessaly, central Macedonia, and Challddike. They are common in Euboia, and there is
at least one example from the Cyclades, another from Rhodes, while in the west there is
a solitarymark from Ithaka and one from Pithekoussai.What is also remarkableabout the
marksis the range of shapes,both wheelmade and painted and handmadevessels, on which
they occur (Table 2, p. 477 above). Potters'marks of the period are found on perhaps as
many as fifteen individualshapes,which serve a wide varietyof functions.
In the majority of cases, the interpretationof the Early Iron Age marks as indicators
of capacity seems unlikely because similar marks, such as the painted crosses, appear on
vases not only of differentshapes and sizes but also of differentfunction (drinkingcups and
amphoras,for example). Similarly,a numericalvalue for such common marksas dots (A38,
B7, B8, B10) or simple strokes (A5, A6, B1, B3, B5, B6, B11-B14) is usually, though
not always, negated in the modern literature, as such marks are again found on vessels
of differentshapes and sizes.138 This in itself, however, presupposesan understandingof
the numerical system employed at the time and a knowledge of its application in specific
133

Nordquist 1987, p. 63; for Aigina as the production center of the Middle Helladic gold-mica wares, see
Zerner 1978, p. 57.
134 Nordquist 1987, p. 63.
135 Johnston 1979;AgoraXXI.
136 Vitelli 1977, p. 30.
137 Ibid.
138
Ibid.;cf. Tzavella-Evjen1980, p. 96. Johnston (1983, p. 67) notes that numeralsare not found for sure
in the extant later Greek materialbefore 600 B.C.: Johnston 1979; cf. Robb 1978.
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instances.139It is worth rememberingthat the interpretationof numericalvalues of marksof
the Classicaland Roman periodsoften involvesa good deal of controversyand doubt140and
that Bronze Age or later Greek methods of numericalnotation should not be assumed for
the Early Iron Age. 141 The most likely candidatesfor numerical notations are the strokes
and dots (Table 3, p. 478 above), but in both cases definitive analysisis hampered by the
quantitativemeagernessofthe sample. Littlecan be deducedfromthe complexmarkon A38,
comprisingeighteen painted dots arrangedin three vertical rows of six, as it is unique and
comes from a site that has yielded, so far as I know,no other certainpotters'marks.142The
dots on B7, B8, and B10, though all from Torone, do not manifest any apparent pattern. The fourteen preserved dots on B7 were impressed near the handle base of a
cup/kyathos, whereas only two dots were impressedat the base of the handle on thejug B8.
The composite mark on B10 is differentagain, combining six dots with an arrow-shaped
symbol, although it is found on a shape and in a position similar to the mark on B8. In
a similarvein, the majorityof markscomprisingstrokesreveal no clear pattern. Of these,
A5, A6, Bi, B3, and Bli are unique and occur on vases of differentshape; any number of
interpretationsmight be suggestedbut few conclusivelyestablishedstatistically.The marks
comprising three strokes on B5 and B6, both from Torone, are similar, but once more
they are found on vessels of totally differentshape, which would seem to argue against any
intentionalnotationsystembased on capacityor commodity.More interestingare the marks
from Corinth (B12-B14), since in this case somethingof a pattern might appearto emerge.
Each mark comprisesthree strokes;on the hydria B12 the strokesare set horizontallyon
the handle, whereas on the amphoras B13 and B14 they are set vertically. The mark on
B13 appears on the neck, that on B14 on the handle. It may be tempting to suppose a
consistent numerical notation to do with capacity in the case of B13 and B14, especially
since these amphoras are considered the progenitorsof the later Corinthian Type A and
A' transportamphoras.'43 It should be stressed,however, that B13 is considerablylarger
than B14 and also much earlier. The variance in size of the two amphoras would seem
to argue against an interpretationas capacity indicatorsin this specific instance, although
it is possiblethat some other numericalmeaning was intended.
Establishingcommodity is fraught with the same difficultiesas establishing capacity,
since similarmarks are found on vessels of differentshapes, sizes, and functions. The one
139 For an outline of the system of weight widely used in the Aegean during the Middle and Late Bronze
Age, and for Minoan and Cycladic metrology,see Petruso 1978; Petruso 1979; Bennett 1950; Was 1971a;
Was 197lb; Was 1972; Was 1973a; Was 1973b;Was 1974; Was 1977; Was 1978. See furtherDuhoux 1974;
Boskamp 1982; De Fidio 1983.
140 See, among others,AgoraXXI, pp. 1, 21-23, 55-87; Lang 1956; also AgoraV, p. 95 (M123), pp. 105-106
(M230, M232), pp. 109-1 10 (M273),p. 115 (M330, M333).
141 For Greek systems of numerical notation, see Tod 1911/1912; Tod 1926/1927; Tod 1936/1937; Tod
1950; see furtherLang 1955; Lang 1956; and generallyMSR 1864-1866.
142 Although the Early Bronze Age as well as the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age handmade pottery from
Kastanashas been published,the wheelmade painted pottery awaitsdefinitivepublicationin Kastanxs(c). For
the handmadewares, see Kastanas
(a);for the EarlyBronze Age, see Kastanas
(b). For the Late Helladic painted
pottery from the site, see Podzuweit 1979. For a published selection of Early Iron Age painted pottery, see
Hansel 1979, variousexampleson p. 190, fig. 15;pp. 193-194, figs. 16, 17; p. 198, fig. 18.
143 Pfaff 1988, p. 29.
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noted exception may be A30, where, in the context of Argive Late Geometric, the complex
zigzag design may denote "water"or "liquid",a symbol not inappropriatelypainted on the
undersideof a pouringvessel.144
That the marksare an indicationof ownershipalso seems unlikelysince the vast majority
of later Greek owners' marks are normally,though not exclusively,incised on a vase aftr
it was fired.145 An alternativesuggestion, which does not appear to have been seriously
considered,especiallywith regardto the Bronze Age potters'marks,is that certain symbols
may have denoted specially commissioned, preordered, prepaid, or reserved pots or sets
of pots. In this respect, the amphora Al and skyphosA2, each with a painted cross and
both deposited in Tomb 34 in the Precinct XX cemetery in the Kerameikos, may well
have formed part of a coordinated set of pots either purchased, preordered, or specially
commissioned.The two one-handledcups from Mycenae depositedin the same tomb (A21,
A22), each with a cross on the underside and surely products of one workshop if not one
potter,could be interpretedin the same light;so too the kantharoiB4 and B5, found in the
same tomb at Torone, althoughin this case the marksare differentfrom one another. Such
an interpretationcould applyto other EarlyIron Age potters'marks,particularlysince many
derive from the same context and could thereforehave been originallypart of a specially
orderedbatch of pots or kiln load.146 A similarinterpretationmay equally apply in the case
of some of the Bronze Age potters'marksalreadynoted. Here the whole questionof pottery
production,marketdemand, and the seasonalityof certainpotters'activities,such as firing,is
important.147Most ethnographicstudiesof traditionalmodernpottersof the Mediterranean
have shown, first of all, that many elements of pottery production are seasonally defined,
with the resultthat purchasablepots are not availableall year round;secondly,that potters,
especiallythose highly skilled,find it difficultto keep up with marketdemand.148Assuming
that seasonalityof potters'activityand healthy marketdemand are plausiblefor Early Iron
Age pottery production,then the possibilityof a potter speciallymarkinga vase as part of a
batch, whetherfor a local client or for export,need not be surprising.In such a situation,the
mark itselfwould not necessarilydenote specificmaker or owner or specific destination. In
the context of workshopproduction,a mark,whetherincisedor painted, may have servedas
a reminderto the maker,for whateverpurpose.
Much of the literatureon BronzeAge and laterGreekpotters'markshas focusedon vases
specificallymarkedfor export, with the symbol signifyingeither provenance or destination.
Such a commercialpossibilityfor the EarlyIron Age was raisedby Desboroughin the case of
144

See note 58 above.
AgoraXXI, pp. 23-51, especialy p. 29. Note also the alphabeticinscriptionson the later terracottamolds
from Corinth, of which Agnes Stiliwell (CorinthXV, i, p. 84) writes: "The inscriptionsperhaps designated
the owner or, more likely,the workmanwho made the mould." For illustrationsof the inscribed molds, see
Corinth
XV, i, pl. 28.
146 Compare the marks on a number of pots from the Toumba building at Lefkandi (A12-A18); also A4
and A5, dumped into the same well in the area of the later AthenianAgora.
147
Seasonalityof potters'activitiesis a point stressedby, among others,Vitelli (1977, p. 28).
148
Richter 1923, pp. xi-xiii; Casson 1938;Hampe and Winter 1962;Hampe and Winter 1965; Birmingham
1967;Hankey 1968;Winter 1972; Cuomo di Caprio 1982;Voyatzoglou 1984;Blitzer 1984; Betancourt1984b;
Jones 1986, pp. 849-880; Blitzer 1990. Cf. Lisse and Louis 1956; Cook 1984; Saraswatiand Behura 1966.
145
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the two Attic Protogeometricskyphoiwith painted crossesfound in tombs at Knossos.149He
considered such a possibilityunlikely,however, largely because a similar mark was found
on anotherAttic skyphos(A2)depositedin a tomb in Athens. Apart from Al0 and Al 1, the
only vases of the period with potters'marksrepresentingimportsto the site where they were
found are D3, E3, and probablyB2. The first two are a Corinthianhandmade amphora
found at Athens and an Attic skyphosfound at Lefkandi;the last, also found at Lefkandi,is of
undeterminedfabric(7Jable1, p. 475 above). Anotherpossibilityis the Attic(?)skyphosfound
on nearby Aigina (A9) and perhapsalso C5, although details of provenance and context of
both vases are uncertain.150 In some of these cases,the possibilityof a markrelatingto provenance or destination cannot be dismissed,but the markscan equally refer to commissions
or orders,as noted above, and need not specificallymarkprovenance or destination.
In any discussionofthe commercialcomplexitiesofthe EarlyIronAge potters'marks,the
apparent,if not striking,similarityof the stampedmarkson C1-C5 and later Greekstamped
amphorahandles,especiallyin termsof theirpositions,deservesspecialmention. Fourof the
five impressionsare found either on the handle or at the handle base of an amphora (C3), a
hydria (Cl), and two possiblepitchers(C2, C4) of Corinthianmanufacture.The exception
is a stamp isolated on the neck of an amphora(?)from Pithekoussai(C5).'5' As already
noted, the handle fragmentC3 is from a type of amphora that continues in the specialized
form of the CorinthianType A and A' transportamphorasof the 7th through 2nd centuries
B.C.'52 In her seminalpaper on the stampedamphorahandlesfound in the Athenian Agora,
Virginia Grace enumeratedthe forms of the stamps and their suggestedpurposes.'53 It is
unlikely,however, that the highly specializedforms of these stamps are found before the
Classicalperiod. Grace statesthat the most likelyfunctionof the later stampswas to date the
stampitself,or ratherits die, which was then a license,valid for a limitedperiod, permittinga
manufacturerto sell goods in returnfor payment to the government;the extra cost he then
collected by raising the price of the commodity to cover the amount.154 The existence of
such revenue marksin the Early Iron Age is most unlikely,if for no other reason than the
paucity of such stamped impressionsand the lack of sufficientdetail in the design of the
die. It is equallyunlikelythat the stampson C 1-C5 explicitlyor implicitlysignifywhere they
were made, nor is it likelythat they denote specificcapacity,commodity,or destination,as all
five are of differentform, are found on vessels of differentshapes, and four of them were
made and produced at the one site. Furthermore,it is not clear whether the die belonged to
Desborough 1952, pp. 83-84 (Al0 and All).
I have not includedthe Corinthianoinochoe found at Klenia (A35), since Corinth and Klenia are located
very close to one another.
151
Such a position is common for stamped impressionson many Roman amphoras; see, for example,
Callender 1965; BeltrAnLoris 1970; Peacockand Williams 1986; Papadopoulos1989b. As for C5, I wonder if
the vessel itselfis not of Corinthianmanufacture(cf. D3).
152 Pfaff 1988, p. 29; for the historyof this type of amphora, see Koehler 1979.
153 Grace 1934, pp. 197-199.
154 Ibid.,p. 199. The other, previouslysuggestedfunctionswere that the stamps date the wine or date the
pot and thus serve to measureits properdryingperiod. Alternatively,amphorastampsmight be seen as simply
an inheritanceof brickstampsor as good advertisingfor the jar manufacturer.
149
150
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the potterwho made the vase or to someone else. In this respect,the offwinators'
names found
on later Rhodian stamped amphorahandles are worth bearing in mind.155
It is generally accepted that a seal, whether by gift or otherwise, may be delegated to
a steward, messenger, or subordinateofficer and that it may also be used on behalf of a
state to certify a document or guarantee official standards.156 Once more, the data set of
such stampsfor the EarlyIron Age is so smallthat a more thoroughanalysisis impeded, and
it is unfortunatethat there are so few exampleslike C5, since the same die was used to stamp
a terracottaplaque found at Samos.157 The most basic purpose of sealing is to secure and
identify property.58 The practice of stampingvases and other objects with gems or dies
is well attested in the Greek Bronze Age,'59 and stamped pot handles of the Bronze and
EarlyIron Ages are found in Palestine.160 It is thereforepossiblethat the stampson C1-C5
are makers'marks;this would assumethat each individualdie belonged to a differentpotter.
In the case of such an interpretation,however,it seems odd that more vessels,or fragmentsof
vessels, have not been found with similar stamps. As Pfaff notes, the vast majority of the
coarse-warevessels at Corinth and elsewhere are not stamped, and he concludes that the
function of stampswas by no means essential.161 It may be that the stampsservedto mark a
pot, or batch of pots, for a particularclient or purpose. It is also possiblethat the vesselswere
stampedusing the seal of the intendedowner or buyer,for whateverpurpose. If the evidence
of the later Greekstampedamphorahandlesis any indicationfor use in the EarlyIron Age, a
point that can certainlybe contested, then it is also possible that the sealing of the vases, in
orderto secureor identifyproperty,need not referto the vase itselfbut ratherto its contents.
In such an interpretation,the mark would not necessarilyrefer to a speciff commodity but
rather indicate that that commodity was the propertyor product of the owner of the seal.
The fact that similardies were used to stamp other objects, however, such as loomweights,
spindlewhorls,and votive plaques, would tend to argue that the purpose of stamping was
to indicate the maker or owner of the object bearing the stamp.162
Two furtheraspects of the sealings on C1-C5 are important to note. The first is the
materialfrom which the die was made. If Pfaff's observationson the stamp impressionson
Grace 1934, esp. pp. 214-220.
Boardman 1972, p. 13. Forthe functionof sealsin the Aegean BronzeAge, see, most recently,the various
papers in Palaima 1990.
157 See note 118 above.
158 Boardman 1972, p. 13.
155
156

159

Zygouries,
p. 106, fig. 91; note also the stampedimpressionon the handle of an EarlyMinoan III-Middle
Minoan I cup from Petras: Tsipopoulou 1990, no. 24, p. 103. The most recent overview (with references),
particularlyfor the Early Bronze Age, is Pullen 1994; see also Wiencke 1989, p. 507, note 78. See further
CMS I, nos. 160-163, pp. 181-183; CMS I, Supplementum, no. 17, p. 44, nos. 170-172, pp. 208-211;
I, pl. 129:a;Tsountas 1899, no. 15, pl. 9; CMSV, i, nos. 120-149, pp. 93-114 (pottery,including
cf. Poliochni
pithoi and hearth rims); ii, nos. 451-482, pp. 356-377 (pottery and hearths), nos. 503-509, pp. 396-400;
nos. 529-572, pp. 428-454 (= -tynsIV, pls. XVI-XIX); Wiencke 1969, pp. 508-509; cf. Lavezzi 1979;
Wiencke 1970; CMSV, Supplementum IA, no. 383, p. 414, nos. 399-403, pp. 431-435; Dousougli-Zachos
1989;Weisshaar1989; Benson 1956; Catling and Karageorghis1960, pp. 123-124.
160 Grace 1934,
p. 199, note 4.
161 Pfaff
1988, p. 40.
162
See notes 16, 113, 114 above.
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Corinthiancoarse-warevases and implementsare correct,then the dies used were probably
made of variousmaterials.163Pfaffconvincinglyarguesthat the die used repeatedlyto stamp
a locallymade lid at Corinth,the intentionof which is surelydecorative,was made of clay.164
He also notes that the crudenessof the pattern on C2 might indicate, though less certainly,
that it too was stamped with a clay die. For the remainder,he suggests that the crispness
of the design would indicate the use of stone, metal, wood, or bone dies.165 It is perhaps
no coincidence that the one verified example of decorative stamping at Corinth was with
a die made of materialreadily at hand in a potter'sworkshop. That is to say, the die was
probablymade for the specific purpose of decoratingthe vase. If such a pattern could be
demonstratedor establishedon a firmer statisticalbase, then perhaps more could be said
about the functionof these sealingsin the EarlyIron Age.
The second aspectto consideris the quantityof Aegean EarlyIron Age seals. The earliest
post-Mycenaeanseals found in a datable context on the Greek mainland, and likely to be
local products, are the ivory pyramidalseal stampsdeposited in the mid-9th-centurygrave
on the north slopes of the Areopagos known as the "Tomb of a Rich Athenian Lady".166
In his discussionof these seals,Boardmlanfirstnotes the earlydate of ivoryworking,believing
that ivory was a new materialfor the Greeksof the Iron Age, reintroduced,as was the art of
seal engraving,from the East.167He goes on to state: "Sinceseal use was alreadycurrentin
about 850 B.C. we should probably assume the existence of seals in other materialswhich
have not survived,such as wood, because there is no other physical evidence for seals until
the stone seriesbeginningnearlya centurylater."168In discussingBronze Age sealsfound in
8th- and 7th-centurytombs or votive deposits,Boardmanstatesthat "thegems were handled
and worn as amuletsby folkto whom the near-realisticartsof the BronzeAge were as strange
169 He compares this situationwith Greek Bronze Age
as the use of the seals themselves."
seals worn by peasants in the last century in Crete, the yacXaxcoc62tTprc bought by visitors
and collectors like Sir Arthur Evans.170Although their number is small, it is nevertheless
significantthat three of the five impressionspresentedhere (C1-C3) can be assigned to the
earlier8th century and, as such, are welcome additionsto the corpus for this period. More
significantly,the fact that all five are stamped on vases suggestsa specializedfunction with
full intent, not previouslynoted for this period, and furtherindicates that the use of seals
was by no means a strange phenomenon, at least for certain members of the population.
The existenceof these EarlyIron Age stampirnpressionsbringsus a little closer,but does not
totally bridge the chronologicalgap, to similar stamp impressionson vases of the Bronze
163 Pfaff 1988,

p. 40.

164 Pfaff 1988, no. 112, pp. 40, 77, pl. 31. For the possible use of clay dies to stamp later Greek amphora

handles, see Grace 1935. It is worth noting that a serpentineseal with a crosshatcheddesign similar to that
on the Corinthianlid was found at Pithekoussai;see Buchnerand Boardman 1966, no. 26, p. 21, fig. 36.
165 Pfaff 1988, p. 40.
166 Smithson 1968, nos. 79, 80, pp. 115-116, pl. 33; compare a faience pyramidalstamp seal from Rhodes
(Marmara):Laurenzi 1936, p. 164, fig. 151, dating to the early 9th centuryB.C.
167
Boardman 1972, p. 108.
68 Ibid.
169
170

Boardman 1972, p. 107.
Ibid.
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Age and, at the other end of the time scale, a little nearer to stamped amphora handles
and similarlymarkedvases of the Archaic and Classicalperiods.
Stamp impressionsare also found on terracottaroof tiles, particularlyof the Lakonian
type.171 These are not included here as they fall outside the chronological scope of this
paper; the earliest stamped roof tiles are dated to the first half of the 7th century B.C.172
The suggestedfunctionsof these stamps, however, are importantto note. In his studies of
stamped roof tiles, Rainer Felsch has suggestedthat the stamps on tiles of Hellenistic and
later date served to facilitatechecking by the client or as protection against theft, whereas
the earlierstamps(Archaicand Classical)servedas an accountingaid for internalworkshop
requirementsor perhapsas advertisingfor the workshop.'73A featurecommon to the earlier
tiles is that the impressionsare located on the lower, hidden, face of the tile, in contrastto
those of later date, which are stampedon the upper face.174
A possibleclue as to the functionof the earlypost-Mycenaeanuse of "to seal"is provided
by Theognis 1.19-24:
K6pve, O9L4O

9 VIV 4iVo O7p(

&T7LXe{OOC)

cL
'eL8 onto-re xXeTcr6Veva,
&XX&ieL X&XLOV-roocOXo nape6vVroc,

X(y
Tok7y' ?l7tOV,
o06 -ls
68e Bi n5

TLC pel
p GeYVL986 &OLV tn
'roi3Meyapicig n6vXracBi xa-c' &V6p6atouS6vovaaCoiO,
&aTOI;OLV8' 06t)

&BeV 8V4LaOaL
OtCXLV

A similar usage of capacyLC (Ionic oyppyLCw)is echoed in Kritias (ElegiacPoems4):
8' tVr?p
yX -r-r ind rOlOeOL XeltcaL." In both passages, whether the
". ... oqpaylt
"sealof the wise man" or the "sealof my tongue", cyppy1q/ayppaytc is used metaphoricaly
as a warrant, guarantee, or signature. In Theognis 1.19-24 it is specificallyused to guard
against theft or plagiarismand to avert the misrepresentationof his meaning. A similar
functionmay well lie behind the stampingof vaseswith a seal in the EarlyIron Age, whether
the stampsservedas a warrantor markof guarantee,perhapsas a protectivemeasureagainst
theft or wrongfuluse, as Felschhas suggestedfor the later stampedroof tiles.
Related to the stamp impressionsof Group C are the finger impressionsof Group D,
particularlysince such impressions,normallyfound at the base of a handle (or handles),are
common on a variety of standardtransportamphoras of the Classical period.'75 Finger
or thumb impressions,usually at the base of both handles, are found on Thasian, Samian,
Mendean, and other amphora types of the Classicalperiod; they occur on some but not
all examples of any given amphora type within a given period. Judging from complete or
reasonablywell preserved vessels, finger impressionsare found on both die-stamped and
unstampedamphoras. The fact that not all amphorasfrom a particularregion or workshop
manufacturedat a similartime have fingerimpressionsindicatesthat the impressionsare not
just a typologicalfeatureof the shape or decorationof that amphoratype. Unfortunately,the
171
172
73
174
175

Felsch1979;Felsch1990.
Felsch1990,p. 313.
Ibid.,p. 301; cf. Felsch 1979, pp. 18-19.
Felsch 1990, p. 301; cf. Hubner 1973, p. 86; Hubner 1976, p. 180, note 29.
Grace 1949; Grace 1956, no. 5, p. 129; Grace 1971, esp. p. 93, discussionunder no. 3.
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occurrence of finger impressionson Classicaland Hellenistic transportamphoras has not
received the attentionin amphorastudiesaccordedto the more complex stamps.
The EarlyIron Age fingerlmpressionsassembledabove are found on a varietyof shapes,
servingdifferentpurposes. They occur more commonly on handmade vesselsbut may well
be more numerous on wheelmade shapes than is indicated here.176 The fact that these
impressionsare found on a relativelysmall number of examplesof any given shape suggests
that they are not an essentialcomponent of the process of attachingthe handle.177
Another function,suggestedby at least one commentator,is that a markmade on a vase
prior to firing serves the purpose of indicatingor identifyingthe object as a dedication, or
its owner as a dedicant.178Certainly,a great many vases inscribedaferfiringare dedications
or intended as votive offerings;the numerous inscriptionsfrom Mount Hymettos, already
discussed,representonly one group of examples. The votive plaque found at the Heraion
on Samos and stamped with the same die as that used for C5 (see p. 471 above with
note 118; p. 483) would certainlyqualifyas a dedication, identifyingthe owner of the seal
as the dedicant. As for the Early Iron Age vases assembled here, such an interpretation
is untenablebecause not one of the vases can be shownwith certaintyto have been deposited
in a context identified as a temple, sanctuary,or the like. This is not to say that such an
interpretationis impossiblefor the period, only thatwe have no evidencefor it. The problem,
in part, may lie in the paucity of known Early Iron Age sanctuarysites or, rather,the poor
state of the preservationof, and generallack of well-stratifieddepositsfrom, those known.179
The most common interpretationof many of the BronzeAge and post-Geometricmarks
appearsto be as maker'smarks. EmilyVermeule,for example, has statedthat potters'marks
are simple symbols that function like a thumbprint on an object.'80 In the case of the
marks of Group D a finger or thumb impressionconstitutesthe mark. The apparent, if
not obvious, similaritybetween the humble Early Iron Age crosses and the ubiquitous X
servingas a signaturefor illiteratepeople living in our own time may be noted.181
The use of identificationmarks in Greek literatureis attested as early as Homer. In
Book VII (161-199) of the Iliad,Nestor,having shamed the Achaiansfor not standingup to
176

The Conrnthianhandmade examples cataloguedabove in Group D include pieces of normal Corinthian
"coarseware" as well as examplesof "cookingware": Pfaff 1988, pp. 65-79.
177 To takejust one shape as an example, among the many EarlyIron Age chytraifrom the Athenian Agora
that I have personallyinspected,D2 is the only example with a finger impression.
178 Panayotou 1986, p. 99.
179 Drerup 1969; Kalpaxis 1976; MazarakisAinian 1985; MazarakisAinian 1988; MazarakisAinian 1989;
MazarakisAinian 1992; MazarakisAinian (forthcoming);Fagerstrom1988.
180 Vermeule 1972, p. 40; cf. Vitelli 1977, p. 27.
181
Although common, the painted crosses of Group A are rarely similar to one another, except, perhaps,
in some of those cases where pots are likely to have been produced by one potter. The differencesamong
the variouscrossesare not only confined to whetherthe markwas painted uprightor diagonallybut are also in
details of execution. The large X on A13 from Lefkandi, for example, is certainlyvery different from the
small vertical crosses on A12, A14, and A15, and such differencesmay be noted among many of the similar
markspresented here. Among the vessels plausiblymade by the same potter, the crosses on Al and A2 are
of interestbecause they are very similarto one another,even though they are found on vases of totallydifferent
shape and in differentpositions. In both cases, the lower right terminalof the cross is slightlyelongated, while
the upper left is comparativelyshorter.
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Hektor's challenge to fight a man in single combat, moved nine Greeks to spring to their
feet as volunteers. The aged king of the Pylians recommended that the winner should be
chosen by lot:
xXVpa vOvnen&XieoOe
BtaLnepF,6(

xe X&Xnovw
(7.171)

In accordancewith the recommendation,each man markedhis lot, and these were cast into
the helmet of Agamemnon:
,Qg cpYo',ot B&xxipov ao nvcsxvao
Exxatom,
&v8' ,f3caovxuvin 'AyaVk4vovog'Axpet&oaw
(7.175-176)
The winning lot was circulated by herald among the Achaian throng and was finally
recognizedby Aias, who knew at a glance his mark(aicx,):
60 VLv 7tLyp&4ac XUvi-n P&Xe, LaEtVLos AIag,
l 6)iaX70e
-rot

XetP' 6 8' &p' g43acev &YXL paxc&q,

ysv&B&xX'pou Oal4a18
&v, yT5OTaB&OuVi4.
(7.187-189)

In the above passageit is reasonablyclearthat the a x?artoare marks,not writtenletters.
Elsewherein Homer the a~csrrcs Xuypaof Bellerophon(II.6.168) were, similarly,not written
lettersbut simple symbols,pictorialtokens, or devices.182 The later (Archaicand Classical)
use and meaning of oaXVca,
and tap&aorVov,
whether denoting
oirelov, &idoiac, &~dorXiov,
"sign","mark", "seal","signature","token","device",or "emblem",have been reviewed
recentlybyJeffrey Spier.183 He sees their beginningsin the late 8th and early 7th centuries
and statesthat most semataare common, single-figuremotifs(usuallyanimals)that are neither
part of a narrativecompositionnor abbreviationsof a more complex scene (cf. the animalsof
Group E).184He notes that Archaic sematadefy iconographicinvestigation,that our literary
sources are of little help, and that the motifs probablyhad little or no symbolic content.185
Spier's discussionconcentrateson seals, coins, and shields of the Archaic period. The use
of sealsin the EarlyIron Age, limitedas it is, has alreadybeen discussedabove, and it is clear
that the widespread
use of seals in post-BronzeAge Greece is not really seen until the 6th
century B.C.186 The emblems on coins are beyond the scope of this paper, as are Greek
shield devices, althoughthe latterare found in figurativerepresentationson Late Geometric
and Protoatticvases.187 If the potters' marks assembled here served a function similar to
the Homeric or latersemata,then the originof such marksmay be tracedto the earlieststages
of the Early Iron Age.
182

Cf. LSJ,s.v. aiVa. Some scholars,for example A.T Murrayin his translationof the Iliad(Loeb ed., 1988
reprintof the 1924 translation,p. 274, note 1), note that this is the only passagein Homer that suggestspossible
knowledgeof writing. The word aiVa may denote a markmade by an illiterateperson (see note 181 above), as
in the papyrusno. 67163.37 (Maspero 1913).
183

Spier1990.
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Spier 1990, pp. 127-128.
Spier 1990, p. 128.
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Spier 1990, p. 109 (withreferences).
The earliest example of a shield device cited by Spier (1990, p. 114 and pl. 5:a) is the Late Geometric
amphorain the BenakiMuseum (Cook 1947, p. 150; Snodgrass1964, p. 62, note 95), which shows one warrior
in file holding a shield on which there is the emblem of a horse. The earliest extant shields bearing actual
devices listed by Spier (1990, p. 114, notes 8688) date to the very late 7th or 6th centuriesB.C.
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An interestingtwistto the maker's-markor identification-marktheory is noted by David
Frankel,who, followingAstr6m, suggeststhat potters'markson some Cypriot Bronze Age
vessels convey the identity of the potter and that their function was to identify individual
potters' products which had been fired collectively in a common kiln.188 Although such
a possibilityis perhaps tempting in the case of Bronze Age Cyprus, it seems less likely in
EarlyIron Age Greece on account of the minimalvarietyof vesselforms, particularlyamong
the wheelmade wares, which suggests the work of professionalpotters.189 Furthermore,
assumingthat the firing of pottery in common kilns was the standardpractice in the Early
Iron Age, then one might reasonablyexpect to find a higher incidence of such marks, as
is the case in Bronze Age Cyprus. An interestingethnographiccase from eastern Anatolia
shows that ceramic vessels made by women in differenthouseholds and fired communally
in a common kiln are distinguishednot by isolated or inconspicuousmarks but rather by
the overall decoration of each vase. Indeed the function of the so-called "decoration"is to
identifyindividualpotters'products.190In a simulationstudy recreatingNeolithic processes
of the making and communal firing of pots, Vitelli has shown that hand-buildingpottery
is not only a slow and very individualprocess but also one in which it is very difficultfor
even the same person to produce severalidenticalpots.191For the firingprocess she states:
". . . there is no question of identifying which pot belongs to whom when it comes to unloading

the finishedproducts."192And even many of the explodedfragments(wasters)can be quickly
identified by members of the group.

It may be argued that when the decorationof painted vases is as standardizedas is the
case, for example, with Attic or LefkandianProtogeometricand Geometricwares, or when
there is no decoration at all, as in the case of the handmade vessels presented here, then
simple markswould suit well the purpose of identifyingthe products of individualpotters
in communalfirings. In the case of the wheelmadepaintedvases, the very standardizationof
shape and decoration indicates the work of professionalpotters, who, like many modern
traditionalpotters of the Mediterranean,maintainedtheir workshopand kiln(s)individually
and independently.In such a specializedpottery industrythere is little room for communal
188

Frankel 1975, p. 38; Astrom 1966, p. 189; cf. Morgantina
C, p. 60. A more penetratingstudy,suggesting
that the function of potters' marks is to identify several potters' products fired collectively in a kiln, is that
by ChristopherDonnan (1971). Donnan providesilluminatingethnographicanalogies that may cast light on
the interpretationof ancient Peruvianpotters' marks. He distinguishesbetween pottery manufacturefor a
marketcenter on the one hand and potterymanufactureby travelingpotterson the other. In each case, potters
who are not part of the same familyor economic unit but who fire theirpots collectivelyin a common kilnmark
their vessels. These invariablyincised marksare referredto by the modern Peruvianpotters as "signMes",a
term probablyderivingfrom the verb "signar",meaning to sign or markwith seal;see Donnan 1971, p. 465. It
should be noted, however, that the ancient potters' marks discussedby Donnan are found only on coarse,
sand-temperedutilityvesselsof coastal north Peru and not on the finer,painted pottery of the Moche style.
189 For Early Iron Age kilns,see Papadopoulos1989a.
190I am gratefulto ProfessorMehmet Ozdogan for bringing this informationto my attention. In a recent
reworkingof the Kerameikos tombs,James Whitley (1991) has suggested, on the basis of an ethnographic
analogy with modern Nuristan, that the decoration of Athenian Early Iron Age pottery,particularlythat of
the 9th centuryB.C., comprisesa set of symbolsthat denote achieved social rank or status.
191 Vitelli 1977, p. 27.
192 Vitelli 1977, pp. 27-28.
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firing. Similarlystandardizedare many of the handmadevases assembledhere, particularly
those from Corinth. The Corinthian potters' marks occur on three highly specialized
shapes: amphoras, hydriai,and pitchers. In the case of all three, the similarityof clay and
technique, and the lack of any major variety in individualforms, suggests a uniform and
highly productive workshop.'93 Somewhat more variety can be observed in the shape of
the handmadewares of Torone, though much less so in the sphereof fabric,burnishing,and
technique. The slight differencesin details of shape and proportionsof the handmadejugs
(B6, B8-B 10), for example,is perhapsdue to diachronicdevelopmentor change, ratherthan
indicatingsynchronicvariation. Moreover,Frankel'ssuggestionof communalfiringsis based
on a mode of potteryproductionthat essentiallymeets a local or household demand. Few,if
any, of the vessels he specificallydiscussesare exported beyond the immediate region. In
the case of the EarlyIron Age vesselsdiscussedhere, it is clear that potters'marksoccur most
frequentlyon the potterymanufacturedat sites such as Athens, Lefkandi,and Corinth, that
is, centerswhose ceramicproducts(bothwheelmade and handmade)were widely exported.
The fact that the potteryof a numberof regionalEarlyIronAge workshopsis found, often in
quantity,throughoutthe Aegean, Cyprus,the coastal Levant, Italy,and Sicily would argue
that such pottery productionmay have been in part directedtoward an active export trade
and not restrictedto local consumption.
There are two importantdifferencesbetween EarlyIron Age potters'markson the one
hand and BronzeAge and post-Geometricmarkson the other that may providesome hint as
to their function. The firstis that the vast majorityof BronzeAge, and later,marksoccur on
pottery found in settlement contexts; the large number of marks on pottery from Bronze
Age Phylakopi,Lerna, and Keos, as well as Cyprus, are cases in point.194 Similarly,in the
post-Geometricperiod, it is generallyrare to find vases specificallymarkedfor commercial
regulation,likethe Greekstampedamphorahandles,in any quantityin funerarycontexts.195
Of the seventy Early Iron Age vases with potters'marksassembledhere, at least twenty-six
were found in tombs,196 to which a further two may be added;'97 thirty-twowere found
in nonfunerarycontexts,198 of which seven (those from the Toumba area at Lefkandi)are
associatedwith a building located on the site of a well-knowncemetery;the contexts of the
remaining ten are uncertain or lack published details.199 If the latter are excluded from
the calculations,then almost half of all EarlyIron Age potters'markscome from tombs.200
In certainregionsor sites, such as Torone, potters'marksare only found on pots depositedin
193 Note the similarityin the shape of individualforms in Pfaff 1988, p. 63, fig. 22 (amphoras);p. 64, fig. 23
(hydriai);pp. 69-72, figs. 27-30 (pitchers).
194 See notes 126 and 127 above; for Lerna, see especiallyCaskey 1955, p. 34, pl. 15:c-f; Caskey 1956, p. 156;
Caskey 1960.
195 Archaic and Classical amphoras were sometimes used, or reused, as funerary containers; see, among
others, KeramniosIX, pp. 13-14, 20-25, pl. 9.
196
Al-A3, A10, All, A20-A23, A31, A35, A39, Bi, B3-Bll, D4, El-E3.
197
A9 is probablyfrom a tomb, althoughits exact context is unknown,while A32 was found in the area of the
Tiryns cemeterybut not actuallyin a tomb.
198
A4-A8, A12-A19, A36-A38, B2, B12-B14, Cl-C4, Dl-D3, D5-D9.
199 A24-A30, A33, A34, C5.
200
The figure would be higher if the Lefkandimarksfrom the Toumba building were regarded as coming
from a funerarycontext; see note 36 above.
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tombs. The suggestion,therefore,thatthe majoriyof marksservedsome commercialpurpose
in the EarlyIron Age seems less likely,unlessthe pots bearingthe markssaw serviceprior to
having been deposited in their final resting place. It should be stressed,however, that at
many Early Iron Age sites in Greece the material largely derives from either funerary or
settlementcontexts;it is comparativelyrareto find substantialquantitiesof potteryand other
smallfinds from both settlementand tomb contexts at one and the same site.
The second point has to do with the quantity of Early Iron Age potters' marks; the
quantitativeanalysisof the largelyMiddle Protogeometricdeposits encounteredinside and
in areas immediatelyoutside the Toumba building at Lefkandiis illuminating. Among the
26,000 or so sherds,weighing almost half a ton, recoveredin the course of the excavations,
only seven bear potters'marks.201At Athens three of the eight examples of potters' marks
recoveredfrom nonfunerarycontextswere found in two wells, which between them yielded
almost3,000 sherds.202The situationis similarfor sitessuch as Corinth,Torone, and those in
the Argolid,where the quantityof markedvasesappearsto form only a very smallproportion
of the total. At other sites, such as Rheneia, Klenia, Nichoria, Aetos, Kastanas, Exochi,
Marmariani,and P.ithekoussai,a solitarymarkis all thathas been recorded. There is certainly
nothing approaching the quantitiesof marks at Bronze Age sites such as Phylakopi203or
Ayia Irini, where some ninety marks were found in Period IV deposits alone (20th/19th
to 17th centuriesB.c.),204 or in contemporaryLerna, where in the Middle Helladic period
well over 100 marksare known.205
The fact that Early Iron Age potters'marksare rare in comparisonto earlier and later
pot marks,coupled with the fact that many are found in tombs, is of furtherinterest,for if the
pattern of deposition is not purely fortuitous,then the possibilityof pots being specifically
marked as intended for the tomb should not be overlooked. A pot thus marked would
essentiallyentail a special commission(see p. 481 above). Here, the figuredrepresentations
of Group E are of particularinterest. In his discussionof the horses found on a few Attic
Protogeometricvases depositedin tombs (includingEl and E2), Karl Ktiblerdrew attention
to the chthonic characterof the animal.206Similarly,PetrosThemelis interpretedthe wellknown centaur from Lefkandi as a "death daemon" with chthonic features.207 For later
Geometric pottery Gudrun Ahlberg considered the ubiquitous bird (cf. E3) as a "sort of
ideogram with the function of underliningthe funeral characterof these scenes."208Jack
Benson went further by equating birds with horses and not only stressed their funerary
symbolismbut traced this back to a Mycenaeanheritage.209This heritageand its survivalin
Greekritualand religionwas well treatedby MartinNilsson, who was able to show,in certain
201
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Lefkdi II, i, p. 3.
The total yield of WellJ 14:2 was 999 sherds,that of Well L 11:1, 1,972 sherds.
Edgar in Atkinsonetal. 1904.
KeosIV,pp.7-21.

See notes 133 and 194 above.
Kerameikos
IV, p. 5; cf. Kerameikos
V, i, pp. 27-28. The chthonic characterof the horse is also discussedby
other scholars,includingMalten 1914; Yavis 1950; Andronikos1968, pp. 84-91; Burkert1985, pp. 199-203.
207 LejkandiI, pp. 215-216; see also Desborough, Nicholls, and Popham 1970.
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Alhberg 1971a, p. 233, also pp. 139-141.
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contexts, the various iconographicfunctionsof birds.210Not only may a bird indicate the
epiphany of a god or goddess, it may also representthe human soul.211The horse itselfhas
been considered by others as the symbolic standby of aristocraticsocieties everywhere.212
Whatever the exact meaning of birds and horses, their funerary associations have been
stressedin the modern literature. Without wishing to deconstructthese notions, the fact
remains that horses and birds painted on Early Iron Age pottery are found in quantity in
settlementdebrisand in refusedumps.213This is not to say that the funeraryor aristocratic
complexitiesof such figuresare misguidedinterpretationsbut ratherthat not all horses and
birdsneed have a deeper,symbolic,meaning. Moreover,there is surelya differencebetween
a horse drawinga chariotin an ekphora
or standingbeside
scene, framingthe bier in aprotlhesis,
a mourneror a bird associatedwith combat scenes,whetheron land or sea, on the one hand
and an isolated horse or bird under a handle on the other.214In the former case the animal
is structuredwithin a complex representationalscene, while in the latter it is isolated and
inconspicuous.As has been arguedabove, the placementof the animalson E1-E3 standsin
total contrast to those of the Early to Late Geometric periods, and their closest parallels
in terms of position are the painted crossesunder the handles of the Attic pottery listed in
It has
GroupA. Moreover,figuressuch as El-E3 are only found in Attic Protogeometric.2Y5
also been suggestedabove that the horseson El and E2 were paintedby a singlepotter,who
used this distinctivedesign as his mark, and that the birds on E3 are also conceivably an
idiosyncraticmaker'smark. If such an interpretationis permissible, then the function of
these horses and birds would not be unlike the later potter or painter signatureson Greek
vases, where the maker explicitlysigns his name (thosethat sign are all men) with egrap(h)sen
or epoiesen
(in any number of spellings). Once more, Vitelli's experimental studies with a
group of studentssimulatingthe processesof the prehistoricpotter are of interest. She states:
"Manyof them do marktheircreations,usuallyby incisinginitialsor a symbolon the bottom
of their objects."216If Vitelli'sstudents,like the potter craftsmenof 6th- and 5th-centuryB.C.
Athens, felt the urge to sign or marktheirvases,why not the EarlyIron Age Athenianpotter,
particularlyone as skilledas the craftsmanwho produced El and E2? In the context of a
nonliterary,or protoliterarysociety,a simpleX, like a horse or bird, could easily have served
as a signature of sorts, and it is perhaps not surprisingthat the earliest alphabetic
potter's
signaturecan be traced back to the later 8th centuryB.C.217
210

Nilsson 1968, pp. 330-340, 434, 491-496.
Ibid.;cf. Hagg 1986. For the "soul-bird",see furtherVermeule 1979, pp. 8, 18-19, figs. 13, 14, 65.
212 See, among others, Snodgrass 1971, pp. 414-415.
213 Coldstream 1968a,passim.
214 Forprothesis
and ekphorascenes, see Ahlberg 197la, passim;for birds associatedwith combat scenes, see
Ahlberg 197lb.
215 Althoughfiguresare found in other regional
EarlyIron Age styles(see note 125 above), theirplacement on
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Vitelli 1977, p. 27.
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More significantly,there is in Greekno distinctionbetween the word towite and topaint.
The word ypcpetv/yp&cpcj may denote any number of meanings, including to scratch(e.g.,
npa?ra yp&aca, ?V 7(VaXL:"havingscratchedmarksor figureson a tablet");to sketch,draw
(e.g., yq nept6kouqyp&cq: "drawmaps"),or paint; to write (e.g., yp&c(etv etc &t(pOpas:
"to write on skins");to inscribe (e.g., yp&qeLveq a-ctXkv: "to inscribe a stele");to brand
(e.g., &v'rij npoac.jtc, ypxacpse'r<v au,uyopckv:"havingit branded on his forehead"),or,
generally,to write down. 18
In dealing with the Aegean Bronze Age marks, SterlingDow notes, .... we may urge
that most potters'marksare not meaninglesswhimsicalscratches,but are lines drawn with
full intent;they mean something. Whateverthe purpose(s)... the impulsewas common.",219
In discussingthe welts identifiedas potters'markson Middle Neolithic pottery of southern
Greece, Vitelli writes: "They are quite intentional; but if they are not decorative they
must have some other meaning or reason for existing."220In looking at the Bronze Age
materialAnna Sacconi concluded that potters'marksare only occasional notations and do
not constitutea systemof any kind.221She furthernotes that they show no evolutionthrough
tirmeand that any resemblancethey may have to Aegean scriptsis purelyfortuitous.222Other
scholars,like Dow, recognize in potters'markssome remote connection to literacy: "potters'
marks were in the soil from which literacy grew."223Others, like Maurice Pope, believe
that certain Bronze Age potters' marks suggest, but by no means prove, a contemporary
knowledgeof writing224
Any similaritybetween such symbolsas the painted crossesof Group A or the lambdashaped mark on B9 and earlier Aegean scripts or later Greek alphabetic scripts must
be purely coincidental. As Johnston has pointed out, the evidence from Lefkandi and
Pithekoussaishows that the adoption of the Phoenician syllabaryby the Greeks probably
took place a generation before the first previously known surviving Greek graffito of
ca. 740 B.C.225 BarryPowell, followingRhys Carpenter'sand P.Kyle McCarter'scomparison
of Greek and Phoenicianletter forms, concludesthat the Greek alphabetwas created about
800 B.C.226 The proponents of an earlier date of transmissionhave not won general
218

LSJ, s.v. yp6cp6; see also Rumpf 1947, p. 10;Jucker 1978, p. 39. In Homer, II. 17.599 ".. . ypd4ev
ot 6a-tiov &XpLt",the word yp&4evdenotes "to cut",in this case the spearpointof Polydamascutting to the
shoulderbone of Peneleos.
219 Dow 1973, p. 585.
8d

220 Vitelli 1977, p. 17.
221

Sacconi 1974, pp. 207-209.

222 ibi
223
224
225

Dow 1973, p. 585.
Pope 1964, p. 4.

Johnston 1983, p. 66, with references to Lefkandi and the recent material from Pithekoussai(p. 63);
Johnston also refers(p. 66) to the recent discoveryof a Cypriotsyllabicinscriptionof the later 11th centuryB.C.
at Palaipaphos, for which see Karageorghis 1980, fig. 76; also Johnston in KuionIV, p. 49. The Lefkandi
material is presented by Jeffery in LefiandiI, pp. 89-93. For Greek alphabetic and prealphabeticwriting
systemsgenerally,see Heubeck 1979; see furtherJensen 1970, pp. 123-161, 450-582;Jeffery 1967; Best and
Woudhuizen 1988.
226 Powell 1991, pp. 18-19; Carpenter 1933;Carpenter 1938;Day 1934; McCarter 1975a, esp. pp. 123-124;
cf. Watikins1976a;Watkins 1976b;Johnstone 1978; Isserlin 1983; Allen 1987, p. 169; Wachter 1989. On the
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acceptance. Martin Bernal'sradical suggestionthat the history of the Greek alphabet can
be traced back to the middle of the second millennium has met with stiff resistance.227
Perhaps the most serious challenge has come fromJoseph Naveh, who contends that the
transfer occurs as early as 1100 B.C.228 Although there are, as yet, no verified Greek
alphabetic inscriptionsbefore the 8th century, the fact remains that surviving examples
of earlyPhoenicianwriting,priorto 500 B.C., are not only rarebut often insecurelydated.229
In view of the natureof the evidence,I would concurwith Alan Millard'sjudiciousstatement:
"The arguments for a high date, as for a low, are based on the hazards of survival and
recovery,liable to be overthrownby a single find. Unsatisfactorythough the position may
be, no more precise date can be given for the adoption of the alphabet by the Greeks
than the three centuriesand a half, 1100 to 750 B.C."230 But even if unrelatedto any script
(thatis, a known systemof writing)the EarlyIron Age potters'marksneverthelessconstitute
in themselves a system of symbols.23'
The history of potters' marks in the Aegean may be traced back to at least as early
as the Middle Neolithic period.232 They take hold in the Early Helladic period and are
abundantduringthe Middle and Late BronzeAge. Fromthe beginningthe marksappearto
be a constant feature of the Aegean potter'scraft.233Although ceramic styles develop and
change, the craftof the potterremainsessentiallyconservativeand traditional.234In viewing
potters' marks against the backdropof Aegean pottery production, however, there are, in
terms of technology,a number of radicalchanges in pottery manufacture.Not least among
these is the introductionof the kiln, which, on the basis of available data, does not appear
before the Early Bronze Age,235althoughsome scholarshave argued that the domed ovens
questionof oralityand literacy,see, among others,Ong 1982, esp. pp. 17-20; Thomas 1992, esp. pp. 52-73, on
the coming of the alphabet. See also Nieddu 1982; Vegetti 1983; Havelock 1982, esp. pp. 39-88; Havelock
1986.
227 Bernal 1987a; Bernal 1987b, pp. 34-35, 86-87, 393-399, 427-433; Bernal 1990; Bernal 1991, pp. 501502. For a usefulcritiqueof Bernal, see, among others, Muhly 1990, pp. 92-94.
228 Naveh 1973; also Naveh 1982, esp. chap. 6; compare Ullman's earlier, 13th-centuryB.C. date, discussed
and downdated by Naveh (1982, p. 1, note 2): Ullman 1934. Naveh's early date was disputedby McCarter
(1975a, pp. 113-118; cf. Goody 1987, p. 61) but more recendy was defended by FrankCross (1980, p. 17).
For a usefuloverview of the debate, see Logan 1986, pp. 41-43.
229 Powell 1991, p. 20. Only eight early Phoenician inscriptionsare listed in the standardwork by Donner
and Rollig (1962-1964, nos. 1-8). For the difficultiesof dating these inscriptions,see Isserlin 1982, p. 804.
See also Edwardsand Edwards 1974; McCarter 1975b. For a full discussionof the Tekke bronze bowl, see
Sznycer 1979.
230 Millard 1976, p. 142; cf. Millard 1986. Also Finley 1965, p. 9.
231
232

Cf. eosIV,pl

See especiallyVitelli 1977; Dow 1973, p. 584; Vermeule 1972, pp. 40-41. See also the Neolithic potters'
marksfrom Selevac (Yugoslavia)in Tringhamand Krstic 1990, p. 702, pl. 16:1 (classifiedas "maker'smarks");
for early owner/producer marks,see furtherWinn 1981; Masson 1984.
233 Dow 1973, p.
585.
234
Hampe and Winter 1962; Hampe and Winter 1965; Papadopoulos 1992.
235 As far as I know, the earliest verified potter's kiln, with clear evidence of its firing load, remains that
uncovered by Walter Heurtley and Ralegh Radford at Ayios Mamas in ChaLkidike,assigned to the Early
Bronze Age; see Heurdey 1939, pp. 5-7, figs. 6, 7:b;cf. Heurdey and Radford 1927/1928, pp. 152-155. The
Late Neolithic "kiln"from nearby Olynthos,publishedby George Mylonas, is best seen as an oven: Olynws I,
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and circularhearthsfound in Neolithic settlements,used for cookingand to bake bread, may
have also been used for firing pottery.236 Other important technical innovations include
the introductionof the wheel, controlledreductionfiring,and a number of devices used for
painted decoration, such as the multiple brush and compass.237Although potters' marks
are found from the Neolithic into historictimes, it would be wrong to imply that the need
or function of such symbolswas a constant throughoutthese periods, especiallywhen their
popularity,rangesof form, and use, coupledwith the technicalaspectsof potteryproduction,
so clearly varied with time and place within the Aegean. Nevertheless, the question of
continuity,particularlyfrom the Late Bronze Age into the Early Iron Age, deserves to be
addressedfrom the view of pottery manufacture.238
In terms of technique and technology in pottery, the transition from bronze to iron
sees no major change. Early Iron Age kilns are virtuallyidentical to those of the Bronze
Age, as they are to those of Classical, Hellenistic, and Roman times,239and there is little
differencein the preparationof clays, slips, and glazes or paints.24YThere is, moreover,
a good deal of continuityin the sphere of vase shapes, as there is in the details of decorative
motifs, although compass-drawncirclesand semicirclesreplacedthose previouslydrawn by
hand. The ceramic productsof the EarlyIron Age do not degenerateto a small household
production,meeting the modest needs of a small and isolatedcommunityliving in the ashes
of a Mycenaean citadel. Indeed, the products of a number of regional Early Iron Age
workshopswere as widely soughtafterin foreignmarketsas were the productsof the Minoan
and Mycenaean "palaces".It is perhapsin such a context of continuityin craftsmanshipthat
the EarlyIron Age potters'marksshould be viewed.
Continuity from the Late Bronze Age is perhaps also seen in another symbol from
the Early Iron Age: two similar marks on a Protogeometricfoundation block at Iolkos
(P1.120:c).241Anthony Snodgrasscomparesthe sign, which is repeated twice on the block,
pp. 12-18; compare the comment of RichardJones (1986, pp. 776-777). For a similar but earlier (Middle
Neolithic)oven at Dikili Tash (firstuncoveredin 1972 and excavatedin 1987), see Mylonas 1988, p. 30; AR 34,
1987/1988, p. 53 (Catling).
236
See, for example, Valmin 1935, p. 26, fig. 8; cf. Gimbutas,Winn, and Shimabuku1989, pp. 32-74.
237
Concerning compasses, as well as the multiple brush and the "speed of the revolving potters' wheel,"
Harrison Eiteljorg'sexperiments have raised a good deal of healthy doubt as to the precise nature of the
applicationof decorationon vases of the Protogeometricstyle. Many of his observationsand conclusionshave
been discussedby BeritWellsin AsiheII, iv. Whateverthe implementsthemselvesmay have looked like exactly,
the existence of compassesand of the multiple-brushdevice (or "multiple-quill"device, as Wellswould have it)
cannot be seriouslydoubted. See Eiteljorg 1980; Asne II, iv, p. 120. For the multiple brush, see Boardman
1960; also usefulis the discussionby Coldstreamin his review of Courbin 1966 (1968b).
238 Continuityin other aspectsfrom the Late Bronze into the EarlyIron Age has, most recently,been restated
by, among others, Hooker (1988), Deger-Jalkotzy(1991), and S. P. Morris(1989; 1992).
239 A useful list of kilns was published by Robert Cook (1961). To this list additions were made byJuliusz
Ziomecki(1964, esp. pp. 25-31) and by Kostis Davaras(1980, pp. 11I
I120, notes 6-20), who earlierprovided
a list of Cretan kilns of all periods, as well as those of Late Helladic date on the Mainland (1973). Further
additionswere made by AikaterineDespoine (1982, pp. 80-91, notes 1-10), and to this list add Papadopoulos
1989a.
240
Jones 1986, passim.
241 Theocharis 1960, pl. 35:a; Orlandos 1960, esp. p. 58, fig. 69; Vermeule 1972, p. 41, fig. 6:bb; Snodgrass
1971, p. 373.
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with sign number 24 of the LinearB scriptand considersit a survivalof a hereditaryskill.242
Demetrios Theocharis comparesthe symbol to the letter I of the Greek alphabet.Y43
There is little doubt that the Early Iron Age potters' marks represent an important
additionto our knowledgeof such symbolsfor the period. They eloquentlyshow yet another
element of continuity in the Greek traditionthroughoutthe Early Iron Age.244 However
suchmarksmay actuallyhave functionedin EarlyIronAge society,theiridentificationis open
to a number of possibilities. Whatever their interpretation,the very fact of their existence
is of some importance, for they represent some of the earliest, archaeologicallytraceable
evidence, in the period after the demise of the Mycenaean way of life, of the need for some
systemof symbols. They establishthat the farbetterdocumentedtraditionsof potters'marks
in the BronzeAge, on the one hand, and in the Archaicto Classicalperiods,on the other,are
linkedby a previouslyunder-appreciated,indeedvirtuallyunrecognized,Protogeometricand
Geometrictradition. In the words of Alan Wace, they may argue that "in culture, in history
and in languagewe must regardprehistoricand historicGreece as one indivisiblewhole."245
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